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File: xOP.png (376 KB, 681x1029)
 Marenheit 451 Art Pack Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:23:23 No.35607659 >>35607666 >>35608129 >>35609081

*Submit your work before the end of the 15th

In this thread we contribute to an art pack in response to Derpibooru's recent censorship. The purpose is to promote free speech. Anypony is welcome to join and all media forms will be accepted. A lot of the art
pack will feature Aryanne due to the her ban on Derpi, however this is not a requirement to be included.

FAQs
Deadline?
July 11th. Grace period will allow submissions out to the 15th.

Why the name?
Marenheit 451. A reference and parody of Fahrenheit 451

Where to submit?
In the thread. Use smutty.horse (or other) if you can't post it directly. Please use the anchor post.

How much will it cost?
It will be a donation and will be pay-what-you-want.

What charity?
Running a final poll. See post below for details.
As of this post: Days End Farm Horse Rescue

Is NSFW allowed?
Both SFW and NSFW stuff will be allowed. Use external links for NSFW.

What skill levels are accepted?
Any and all. This project is about community involvement.

Links:
Thread Doc: https://derpy.me/dxRjI
Art Ideas: https://derpy.me/kP4IF
Artist List: https://derpy.me/OuNiA
Mega Archive: https://derpy.me/kjBIh

Previous thread: >>35602399 →

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:23:32 No.35607660 >>35609944 >>35610136

Poll for charity choice:

https://www.strawpoll.me/20575053

Charity options:

Comic Book Defense League:
Dedicate to protecting rights to draw whatever. Under recent controversy (sexual abuse), director stepped down.
Website: http://cbldf.org/
About: http://cbldf.org/f-a-q/
Work: http://cbldf.org/about-us/case-files/
Allegations: https://derpy.me/d56xD

First Amendment Project:
Dedicated to free speech and free press. Targeted more towards journalists. Localized in California.
Website: https://www.thefirstamendment.org/
About: https://derpy.me/COtii
Work: https://derpy.me/auBji

The Fire:
Works to defend rights on universities.
Website: https://www.thefire.org/
About: https://derpy.me/mdWnS
Work: https://derpy.me/y4p0C

Freedom to Read Foundation:
Protects 1st amendment. Targeted more at libraries.
Website: https://www.ftrf.org/
About: https://derpy.me/wyWSy
Work: https://derpy.me/oYaN4

Equus Foundation:
Supports horse welfare across America.
Website: https://www.equusfoundation.org/
About: https://derpy.me/jiuiO
Work: https://derpy.me/jNgWd

Days End Farm Horse Rescue:
Helps care for abused and neglected horses.
Website: https://www.defhr.org/
About: https://derpy.me/JQCh1
Work: https://derpy.me/aNEpF

South Jersey Horse Rescue:
Saves horses from slaughter, helps abandond and abused horses
Website: https://www.southjerseyhorserescue.com/
Work: https://derpy.me/Vkc8K

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:24:33 No.35607666 >>35607738 >>35607825 >>35607848 >>35608055 >>35608496 >>35608595 >>35608626 >>35608632 >>35608633 >>35608713 >>35608767 >>35608787 >>35608788 >>35608903 >>35608924
>>35608929 >>35609029 >>35609053 >>35609945 >>35610059 >>35610136 >>35610421 >>35610657 >>35611130 >>35611369 >>35611631 >>35611636 >>35611650 >>35611969 >>35612003 >>35612018 >>35612052 >>35612066 >>35612161
>>35612163 >>35612185 >>35612259 >>35612308 >>35612347 >>35612484
File: Anch.jpg (29 KB, 500x500)

>>35607659 (OP)
Anchor.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:25:34 No.35607668 >>35607695 >>35607840 >>35608000 >>35608015 >>35608093 >>35608318 >>35608366 >>35608921 >>35608959 >>35609113 >>35609332 >>35610131

Here is the artist list I've made to be included with release. Please look it over and ensure things are correct.

https://pastebin.com/nw4wfgJs

To those who have made promotional images, please be prepared to updated number as we are still seeing many new submissions. If you provide a PSD, I can edit it when ready if you'd like.

General Gameplan:
Sometime between midnight EST and midnight PST I will prepare a zip of the "Release" folder. I will then post the zip so Datte can setup the donation page. Once the donation page is up (or Datte otherwise says he has everything) I
will clear out the Mega except for the "Other" and "Promotional Images" folders as well as a link to the donation page.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:33:40 No.35607695 >>35609113

>>35607668
>https://pastebin.com/nw4wfgJs
it's uh, ButtercupSaiyan, not ButterCupSaiyan (based on the Powerpuff Girl), thanks

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:40:14 No.35607711
File: seed70942.jpg (51 KB, 1024x1024)

would this make a good Aryanne
base with some editing?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:55:01 No.35607738 >>35607817 >>35608994
File: seed70942.jpg (236 KB, 1024x1024)

>>35607666
after a little sprucing up, there we go!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)12:56:43 No.35607743 >>35607751 >>35607752

>>35607180 →
>AI generated pones are cool, but should they go in the pack?
Well, after generation they were edited by real people, so that can count. And AI is not a human, so we don't violate anyone's rights here.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:00:15 No.35607751

>>35607743
Plus, I just made one and I like how it turned out.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:00:44 No.35607752 >>35607784

>>35607743
You know we're excluding edits specifically, right?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:01:15 No.35607754 >>35607762 >>35608048

We could make a folder, just call it AI-gernerated or GANerated and maybe some other people will get inspired to make some too.

thisponydoesnotexist.net/

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:04:15 No.35607762 >>35607779 >>35607813

>>35607754
>AI-ryanne

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:13:17 No.35607779

>>35607762

perfect

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:14:29 No.35607784 >>35607791 >>35608823

>>35607752
You mean edits made without the permission of the author. Yes, because that would be violation of his rights.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:18:03 No.35607791

>>35607784
We sure wouldn't want to violate any rights here on 4chan...

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:29:48 No.35607813 >>35607825
File: AI-ryanne-blue.jpg (45 KB, 1024x1024)

>>35607762
It kept giving me Aryanne with green eyes, so I almost believed they prohibited blue-eyed Aryanne, but after a
while I got picrelated.

This should definitely not be included in any part of the pack, of course, soulless AI cannot support anything.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:31:13 No.35607817

>>35607738
Praise our AI overlords for endorsing Aryanne.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:33:46 No.35607822 >>35607825 >>35607833 >>35608994
File: seed15563.jpg (711 KB, 2000x2000)

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:34:47 No.35607825

>>35607822
>>35607666

I don't care, I'm submitting it anyway. It takes me a while to edit the seed consistently to get Aryanne.

>>35607813
Vote for we do include it. Still took me 25 minutes to do.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:37:29 No.35607833
File: seed15563.jpg (56 KB, 1024x1024)

>>35607822
for comparison

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:40:51 No.35607840 >>35609113
File: this shit could give some(...).png (33 KB, 1142x372)

>>35607668
>midnight EST and midnight PST I will prepare a zip of the "Release" folder.
So in 17 to 20 hours and 20 minutes from now. Right? How many images are there

currently in the pack?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)13:44:20 No.35607848
File: Grhsd1O[1].png (4 KB, 128x128)

>>35607666
uploaded for a friend...
again
yeah

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)14:28:06 No.35607935 >>35607949 >>35607953 >>35607970

So im a retard, where can i see if my pic is already in? THe mega link?
Linked the pic last thread since I need to stay anonymous

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)14:32:18 No.35607949

>>35607935
Don't ask me, I have no idea how this works....

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)14:34:27 No.35607953

>>35607935
did you just post it? Anon might not have added it yet, maybe post it again to the anchor to be sure.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)14:41:33 No.35607970 >>35607975 >>35608039

>>35607935
>Mega Archive: https://derpy.me/kjBIh
And see if your pic is in Release folder.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)14:47:35 No.35607975

>>35607970
Oh neat awesome. Its in thanks
Wasnt sure since art after bumplimit didnt get much replys so I was afraid it might have been overlooked

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)14:59:23 No.35607998

>>35607982
EST

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:00:33 No.35608000

>>35607982
>>35607668
read nigga READ

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:04:34 No.35608015 >>35608022 >>35608023

>>35607668
is it just me or does that list feel kind of short?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:06:57 No.35608022

>>35608015
lots of artists want to be anon, but at the same time, artists and people in here werent that great st making sure artist posts were linked in the artist doc

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:07:01 No.35608023 >>35608044 >>35608056

>>35608015
Tons of anonymous artists.
Would throw my name in but again
>austrian
I dont wanna turn this into IRL drama due to twittertards

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:13:54 No.35608039

>>35607970
one of my early pics is in there but not the new stuff I've done so it's not been updated yet, no

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:14:59 No.35608044

>>35608023
fair enough, I don't have anything left they can take away and my mom would be unsurprised at me drawing a German pony. She's already disappointed in me and I'm unemployed.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:16:29 No.35608048

>>35605861 →
>why should dissidents reveal themselves to a vicious group with no limits or scruples
Go read a book and study history, you nigger

>>35607754
As much as I hate Nvidia for their shitty anti-consumer practices they make some top tier AI shit. Between this and PPP, the hiatus isn't so bad.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:18:03 No.35608055 >>35608071
File: 06E34B151AEA4D3801842C131(...).jpg (3.38 MB, 2400x1600)

>>35607666
One more from Patachu on /mlpol/

https://mlpol.net/mlpol/274579#2759
21

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:18:20 No.35608056 >>35608455

>>35608023
>austrian
hello, fellow austrobro

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:22:57 No.35608071 >>35608152

>>35608055
Patachu is a freaking artist terminator
Artistnator? Artnator?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:31:15 No.35608093 >>35609113

>>35607668
Pananovich here. You forgot to add me. I made 2 pics already: the one with aryanne teaching femdom101 to rhe fillies and the orher of aryanne flying wirh the tanya suit.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:45:32 No.35608129 >>35608154 >>35608224 >>35609113

>>35607659 (OP)
Whoever runs the Mega and eventual .zip, you're gonna hafta take a few hours and comb through the threads to make sure everything was grabbed. There's quite a few that appear to be missing. It might suck, but it'll suck way more if
you forget to include art some artist/writer worked their butt off to do.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:51:44 No.35608152
File: 1519179185958.png (39 KB, 192x250)

>>35608071
...You don't say.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:51:54 No.35608154 >>35608170

>>35608129
Could you reply the anchor by linking all of the ones you think are missing?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)15:55:17 No.35608170

>>35608154
Im at work and cant do that right now. And also, the ultimate responsibility falls on the person who owns/is updating the mega.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)16:10:50 No.35608224
File: 1564641486105.jpg (1.23 MB, 2760x2232)

>>35608129
If anyone wants to help https://desuarchive.org/mlp/search/subject/%22Art%20Pack%22/ and
CTRL+F SauceNAO

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)16:41:10 No.35608318 >>35609113

>>35607668
It's "Barhandar", not "Barhander", copypaste if unsure, all vowels pronounced the same ("ah") and the last one stressed.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)16:52:41 No.35608366 >>35608542

>>35607668
Anontheanon submitted something? I missed what he did then.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:16:00 No.35608455 >>35608584

>>35608056
...fuck we should have signed ours with O-5 for giggles

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:26:24 No.35608496 >>35608555
File: QT sketch.png (812 KB, 2388x1668)

>>35607666

In case it got missed on the old thread, since I just finished it and such, made a thing since niggas mad about
the zebra shit I drew.

Hooves are at least something Im sure everypony can get behind.

Sketch: https://u.smutty.horse/lwabfjaymbj.png

Colored version: https://u.smutty.horse/lwabfhrrwmz.png

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:39:28 No.35608542

>>35608366
not entirely sure but I think he did the initial d 1488 animation. kinda looks like his style.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:44:32 No.35608555 >>35608567 >>35608586 >>35608597 >>35608621 >>35608693

>>35608496

I was >>35607601 →

Regarding the controversial picture of zebras raping Aryanne, I think I was a bit hasty to voice my opinion. I was under the impression that the main idea of the art pack was to spitefully draw Aryanne in a more positive light as a means
of protesting her removal from derpi. Other Anons were pretty clear that this isn't the main theme; it's first and foremost about freedom of expression (I know the overall derpi drama is about protecting freedom of expression, but I
thought the art pack was more about Aryanne).

If we want to promote freedom then the zebradom pic <should> go in the pack. Although I find zebradom to be a pretty damn cringy fetish, if it's an Aryanne drawing for the pack and for the sake of freedom of expression then it belongs
in the pack. Otherwise we'll simply be giving the opposition ammunition. Perhaps in a specific 'fetish' folder just because it is going against the grain of the rest of the pictures, but in the pack nonetheless.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:47:45 No.35608567 >>35608586 >>35608597

>>35608555
> Although I find zebradom to be a pretty damn cringy fetish
This, in many ways, is why it belongs in the pack -- because the differentiating factor between us and Derpi mods is that we tolerate and include ideas we don't like.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:52:50 No.35608584

>>35608455
you come up with that NOW?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:53:27 No.35608586 >>35608616

>>35608555
>>35608567
Gotta agree with these anons, excluding anything just because people don’t like it goes against the idea of the pack, which is that people should be free to draw whatever the fuck they like. It’s what separates us from the
censorship/deplatforming brigade.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:55:38 No.35608595 >>35608618 >>35608891

>>35607666
No one anchored this one
https://u.smutty.horse/lvzxqrwxkoy.jpg

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:56:07 No.35608597 >>35608605 >>35608620 >>35608630

>>35608555
>I was under the impression that the main idea of the art pack was to spitefully draw Aryanne in a more positive light
It was meant to be this and then it was expanded to be that any anything free speech related as well. It was never supposed to be whatever you want to add.
The fact is that faggots like >>35608567 are trying so hard to force their shitty blacked trash into the pack under some wacky revisionism that the pack didn't start as an Aryanne art pack and is supposed to just allow anything.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:57:16 No.35608605 >>35608619 >>35608697

>>35608597
Because "I'm going to censor viewpoints I don't like to protest people censoring viewpoints they don't like" is great optics, isn't it faggot?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:59:21 No.35608616 >>35608628

>>35608586
Freedom requires tolerance, but if /mlp/ cannot tolerate even a single pic of Aryanne being humiliated then this campaign can well be considered a failure.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:59:46 No.35608618 >>35609381

>>35608595
That's an edit.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)17:59:55 No.35608619 >>35608623

>>35608605
>optics
The pack was supposed to be fore appreciating Aryanne and having fun. Not "optics" and not forcing raceplay trash because you think it's funny.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:00:11 No.35608620 >>35608674

>>35608597
I really really hate zebradom, but if it's just lobbed into a containment folder I have zero issues with that. Hell, every art that's strictly for "muh fetish" can easily be FILTERED if put into a designated folder (zebradom, futa, etc.) and
extracted/ignored by user discretion.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:00:16 No.35608621

>>35608555
If I was organizing this, I'd kick it out no problem. But it seems anons want to keep it in, so I think shoving it to the back of the bus or putting it in a folder labeled "shit" or something would be fine.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:00:57 No.35608623 >>35608677 >>35608697 >>35608702

>>35608619
>In this thread we contribute to an art pack in response to Derpibooru's recent censorship. The purpose is to promote free speech.
ITT: niggers who can't read

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:01:12 No.35608626 >>35608633 >>35608648 >>35608692 >>35608701 >>35608702 >>35609102
File: franziska-bicycle.png (776 KB, 1671x1970)

>>35607666
One more
>Captcha: Bicycles

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:01:21 No.35608628

>>35608616
We are supposed to have thick skin, so we will have to deal with it.
Still I'm gonna complain during the whole stoning.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:01:29 No.35608630

>>35608597
>arguing even for an instant that aryanne getting stripped isn't aryanne related
?
You can argue that it is trash, sure, but what?

 evan555alpha !BugButtDgk 07/15/20(Wed)18:01:45 No.35608632 >>35608732 >>35608903
File: AryanneIsACutePony.jpg (2.18 MB, 4000x5000)

>>35607666
Alright, here's the SFW version done. Preggers and crotchtiddy
versions coming later.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:02:23 No.35608633 >>35608648 >>35608692 >>35608701
File: luftkrieg-tricycle.png (780 KB, 1754x2113)

>>35607666
>>35608626
I guess another one more

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:04:47 No.35608648
File: kekj.gif (1.3 MB, 484x461)

>>35608626
>>35608633

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:10:37 No.35608674 >>35608683

>>35608620
Someone should tell Derpi this.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:11:12 No.35608677 >>35608680 >>35608702 >>35608728

>>35608623
>With the drama surrounding "Nazis" in the MLP fandom as of recent, some anons decided it would be a great idea to collaborate with as many artists throughout the fandom who are against the censorship/defaming of our beloved
poniponi to make an Aryanne art pack. Possibly charge $14.88 and give it to a charity/holocaust foundation for extra lulz.
>Content can include all original works of Aryanne as long as they portray her in a positive light.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:12:05 No.35608680

>>35608677
It literally says in OP that Aryanne isn't necessary to be included.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:12:52 No.35608683

>>35608674
This is exactly what I meant.

Labeled folders = tags
Choosing to extract or not extract said folders = filtering

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:15:15 No.35608692
File: baahahahah rainbow dash.gif (379 KB, 400x252)

>>35608626
>>35608633

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:15:27 No.35608693 >>35608712
File: 1593155246210.jpg (265 KB, 1016x653)

>>35608555
>spitefully draw Aryanne in a more positive light as a means of protesting her removal from derpi
I believe that's part of the main idea of the pack, that she's just another cute pony that also happens to have a swastika on her ass. Any interpretation of her as an honest-to-goodness nazi propoganda tool is
absolutely ludicrous, and these pictures are meant to show this. She's shock and shitpost material because of the juxtaposition of cute pony and the nazi symbol as her cutie mark, but she's not a hate symbol
meant to convert people.

It's easy to understand for us, but perhaps others need more convincing.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:15:56 No.35608697

>>35608623
The point of the pack was to protest the new policies on Derpibooru. That is the mechanism by which free speech is being defended. You aren't speaking out in support of any kind of free speech by doing things that are already
defended on the platform.

We are not aiming to create a free speech altbooru with this artpack. We're protesting a specific set of decisions.

>>35608605
Why do these "optics" posts always have the worst takes?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:16:23 No.35608701

>>35608626
>>35608633
I had a good giggle from these m8, well done.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:16:25 No.35608702 >>35608728

>>35608623
I was one of the first people pushing for this to become a real thing, you fucking retard. I know what the pack was for.
Just like I know that this >>35608626 shouldn't be in it because the kike comment's too far for a pack trying to show the cute ponies aren't harmful, just like the suggested Macht Frei title was.
>>35608677
These blackedfags don't care about what the pack was originally meant for. They just want to force their shit fetish into it under the gotcha excuse of free speech.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:19:24 No.35608712 >>35608739 >>35608753

>>35608693
>just another cute pony that also happens to have a swastika on her ass
And makes constant allusions to racism and genocide. I don't care that this is the case, it should be allowed like everything else, but I don't think everyone makes Aryanne as innocent as you do.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:19:47 No.35608713 >>35608716 >>35608718 >>35608719 >>35608721 >>35608725 >>35608744
File: Aryanne.png (106 KB, 1500x1000)

>>35607666
I'm a newbie "artist" and this is my very first "art" on a drawing tablet: just a lying happy Aryanne in
"vector"-y style.

Will it do for a contribution alongside with such cool arts you all had done here?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:20:32 No.35608716

>>35608713
It's lovely, anon.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:21:01 No.35608718

>>35608713
Anyone that support the cause can enter. That cute aryanne will be in.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:21:08 No.35608719

>>35608713
Is nice.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:21:32 No.35608721

>>35608713
Don't forget to credit yourself on the artist doc if you want credit. But if you just want to drop it anonymously, that is of course an option as well.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:22:20 No.35608725

>>35608713
It's 100x cooler than my art, so of course it fits in c:

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:22:42 No.35608728 >>35608742 >>35608745 >>35608752 >>35608780

>>35608677
>Content can include all original works of Aryanne as long as they portray her in a positive light
Where the fuck are you getting that? One of the pics is literally a "Der Fuehrer's Face" parody with Aryanne being hit in the face with a tomato by Rainbow Dash. It's about the freedom to DRAW Aryanne in the first place, not about
portraying her positively.

>>35608702
>this shouldn't be in it because the kike comment's too far
Shut the fuck up faggot. Free speech is free speech. I get the distinct feeling we're being false-flagged by people who want to try and force us to make a hypocritical move and censor things in an anti-censorship art pack.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:23:19 No.35608732

>>35608632
Yes!

 clopficsinthecomments 07/15/20(Wed)18:23:31 No.35608734 >>35608767 >>35609047 >>35609103
File: large (1).png (1 KB, 212x212)

ok here's my clopfic for the pack.

I'll post it to fimfic soonish, hopefully the meltdown there isn't too bad.

If anyone reads, would love to know what you guys think.

https://u.smutty.horse/lwabquqecth.rtf

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:24:28 No.35608739

>>35608712
Depend on depiction. One variant is black comedy villain protagonist, like Dan from Dan Vs. Other variant is ineffective clumsy villain (original depiction). Third variant is just butt (kinda like Backy, she was supposed to be an assassin,
but everyone knows her as a harmless butt pony).

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:24:44 No.35608742 >>35608780

>>35608728
>I get the distinct feeling we're being false-flagged by people who want to try and force us to make a hypocritical move and censor things in an anti-censorship art pack.
This, and the faggot is falling for it hard.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:24:57 No.35608744 >>35608766 >>35609024
File: 1410722489702.png (219 KB, 2000x2070)

>>35608713
That's adorable. Swastika is backwards though.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:25:13 No.35608745

>>35608728
Have you not been following the thread? There were calls to tone down the overtly Neo-Nazi shit since the very start, as he said.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:26:08 No.35608752

>>35608728
It was from the first fucking thread anon. Obviously shit has broadened but it was always an aryanne art pack first and foremost.
35508710

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:26:12 No.35608753 >>35608777

>>35608712
>what is a shitpost, an image or message meant to offend others but not actually condone what is being portrayed, Mr. Trebek?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:28:21 No.35608766

>>35608744
Backwards swastika represents disdain towards IRL Nazis. It's a reverse dog-whistling. (j/k, different anon)

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:28:27 No.35608767 >>35608775

>>35608734
>>35607666
>doesnt reply to the anchor
one job dudette. looking forward to reading! hope fimfic doesnt bite your ass too hard.

 clopficsinthecomments 07/15/20(Wed)18:29:53 No.35608775 >>35608784 >>35608789 >>35608820

>>35608767
not an ette,

does your reply accomplish the anchoring? if yes, thanks. I haven't channed much since 2008 only lurk these days.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:30:25 No.35608777 >>35608789 >>35608794

>>35608753
I don't think everyone here actually endorses these views, but the idea that she's just another cute innocent pony with nothing "bad" about it is blatantly false. If you want to show that she is not an honest-to-goodness nazi propaganda
tool but you're making making references to genocide "in jest" you're doing it wrong.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:31:11 No.35608780 >>35608799 >>35608809

>>35608728
>>35608742
I was here from the start. I ran the fucking artist sheet.
Holy Hell, how many of you "allow everything" faggots are new here? I'm willing to bet most of you came in on the last couple threads.
It's been agreed that things that are too heavy on the Nazi wouldn't be right for the pack from the beginning and as such, I see no issue cutting blackedfaggotry and other degrading shit to even the scales, too.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:32:03 No.35608784

>>35608775
I think the Anchor's just a quick and easy way for people to dig through the threads. It's easy enough to follow the reply to that post rather than have to search through the entire thread (and all the previous threads) for deliveries.
Something relatively new to me as well as I think I've only seen it in the last month or so.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:32:39 No.35608787 >>35609113

>>35607666
From last thread, I think these two are missing from the Mega
>>35607810 →
>>35607500 →

 clopficsinthecomments 07/15/20(Wed)18:32:45 No.35608788

>>35607666
https://u.smutty.horse/lwabquqecth.rtf
in case I need to do it myself

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:32:59 No.35608789

>>35608775
Yeah, as long as it's findable in the anchor's reply chain, it's fine.

>>35608777
Well I mean, some definitely do, and I'm sure those will held up as evidence by the pack's detractors (it's happened once already). But you're right for the vast majority of cases.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:34:10 No.35608794

>>35608777
Hi Dilarius, how goes your art pack?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:35:04 No.35608799

>>35608780
I was here from the beginning as well. The concensus I got was "I mean, we're gonna allow it, but maybe you should avoid going all-out on the neo-nazi shit"

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:38:08 No.35608809
File: rule0.png (263 KB, 976x614)

>>35608780
So, this art pack have the same
rules as Derpibooru?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:41:18 No.35608820

>>35608775
>not an ette
merely a light joke my female companion

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:41:40 No.35608823

>>35607784
That's kind of gay. If edits were allowed I feel like it would artificially bump the numbers in the pack. I wouldn't submit edits of my own old work either.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:47:09 No.35608847 >>35608866 >>35608905 >>35609397

>I think this needs to be censored from this anti-censorship art pack, that's not at all hypocritical
>hey, why don't you put unauthorised edits of other people's work in the pack you're charging money for, that totally won't open you up to real legal issues
Sure is a lot of glowing going on itt.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:52:20 No.35608865 >>35609113

Before art pack releases, the one who compiles it need to check every image with reverse image search. It's possible that someone put a copyright bomb in there (i.e. twitterito submitted someone else's art without permission).

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:52:23 No.35608866 >>35608886

>>35608847
>charging
you can get it for free, its a donation

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:56:36 No.35608886 >>35608896 >>35609113

>>35608866
Still, nothing should be included without an artist’s permission because it’s tantamount to claiming they support a cause which they don’t. We have more than enough art that has been contributed by artists who really do support it.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:58:21 No.35608891 >>35609381

>>35608595
We're not including that, that's an edit.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)18:59:44 No.35608896

>>35608886
I see literally nobody in this thread arguing for edits to be included. No edits being added is one thing that's been agreed upon from the beginning.

 evan555alpha !BugButtDgk 07/15/20(Wed)19:01:39 No.35608903 >>35608912 >>35609101

>>35607666
>>35608632
And they were done faster than I thought.
Gregante: https://u.smutty.horse/lwabuvfrrct.jpg
Crotchtiddy: https://u.smutty.horse/lwabzkwtimq.jpg

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:02:12 No.35608905 >>35608922 >>35609055 >>35609409

>>35608847
edits of an AI and edits of other artpack work is fine

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:03:53 No.35608912 >>35608931

>>35608903
Those are some big crotchtiddies

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:06:40 No.35608921 >>35608924 >>35608929 >>35608935 >>35609063
File: Wtf am I doing sign2.png (238 KB, 937x1000)

>>35607668
Hey, I made this pic for the pack but didn't sign it. my artist name is
TLMoonGuardian

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:06:59 No.35608922 >>35608994

>>35608905
nice try fag

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:07:32 No.35608924

>>35608921
Anchoring
>>35607666

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:07:48 No.35608929

>>35608921
Thanks for the contribution
>>35607666

 evan555alpha !BugButtDgk 07/15/20(Wed)19:08:57 No.35608931

>>35608912
4 u
I aim to please!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:09:09 No.35608935 >>35609081

>>35608921
Cool. I went ahead and added you to the artist doc.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:15:51 No.35608959

>>35607668
Add Alignac, I did this one >>35598384 →

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:16:41 No.35608962 >>35609113

To whomst'dever is running the Mega: I only prefixed my entry with a bracketed artist name because I wasn't sure of the naming format, as artpack files are usually some kind of artist+title. If we're just going with picture titles, feel free to
take it off.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:23:05 No.35608994

>>35608922
I'm one of the contributing artists and I colored some of the anons work in the thread. Relax and stop jumping at nothing. I also did the AI edits

>>35607738
>>35607822

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:30:14 No.35609024 >>35609029
File: Aryanne.png (110 KB, 1500x1000)

>>35608744
Fuck, i'm sorry, totally missed that.
Here's fixed version.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:31:17 No.35609029

>>35607666
>>35609024

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:37:22 No.35609047

>>35608734
I'm reading it now and I think it's hilarious!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:38:05 No.35609053 >>35609081

>>35607666
Here's a version with various fixes I was able to do after sleeping on it.
I don't think I have time to bother fixing whatever the hell is wrong with her face like I did in the beach one.
https://u.smutty.horse/lwacgvmqzkl.png
t. >>35607810 →

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:38:25 No.35609055

>>35608905
This is fucking retarded. You can meme "I thought this was anti-censorship" all you want, but at least make actual fucking art for the pack. Collaborate with another artist if you don't want to do the whole thing by yourself.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:41:18 No.35609063

>>35608921
You did sign it tho. It says "TLMG" right there.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:42:03 No.35609065
File: Luftkrieg3.jpg (3.16 MB, 1596x2026)

I did do art, anon. What are
you trying to pull?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:43:05 No.35609067

Am I being dumb and falling for the bait? Is that it? I always fall for the bait.

 Potes 07/15/20(Wed)19:46:23 No.35609081 >>35609093

>>35607659 (OP)
>>35608935
Reeee I'm not in the artist doc yet.

Submissions:
>>35606499 →
>>35609053
Artist tag: look at username.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:50:25 No.35609093 >>35609100

>>35609081
I mean, anyone can add themselves to it. But sure you're on there now.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:53:03 No.35609100

>>35609093
Oh?, I tried but I don't think it let me

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:53:05 No.35609101

>>35608903
I'd suggest you make it say zhey are instead of zhey're. Most germans have a hard time with contractions

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:53:37 No.35609102 >>35609106 >>35611975
File: 1424932141320.webm (238 KB, 370x290)

>>35608626
Kek

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:53:39 No.35609103

>>35608734
Okay, I finished it! The ending was a little sudden but I can understand why after writing such long convoluted sex scenes and transformation scenes. It's meant to be sudden like a punchline, yes? And Aryanne's cutie mark is the joke.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:54:42 No.35609106 >>35611971

>>35609102
that looks really bumpy

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:56:21 No.35609113 >>35609131 >>35609136 >>35609146 >>35609158 >>35609186 >>35609362 >>35609390 >>35609720

>>35607695
Done.

>>35607840
Just a habit saying PST instead of PDT.

>>35608093
Added.

>>35608129
I'll probably be going through again today. Just be sure to check the other folders if you think something is missing. If the artist said it was a WiP it will have gotten stuck under the "Sketch" folder. If it's an edit of an existing work,
something preexisting, or the artist otherwise doesn't want it in the pack, it will go in the "Other" folder. Not to be included in the pack, just available in the Mega as an extra. And if you do see anything missing, please let me know.

>>35608318
Fixed.

>>35608787
They're in there.

>>35608865
I can check on that. I've been trying to be careful about that so far.

>>35608886
Edits are in the "Other" folder, not to be included with in the release.

>>35608962
Done.

>>35607668
Current artist list:
https://pastebin.com/Rj8K6ZCm

Also
>All this drama on the last day
Nice. I think there's currently 3 images in question? What do you guys propose to settle this? There's also the option of the "Other" folder if decided on.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)19:59:45 No.35609131 >>35609139 >>35609140 >>35609157

>>35609113
You should definitely include the pictures, but put them in a "probably bait" folder.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:00:49 No.35609136 >>35609202

>>35609113
Wolvan, not Wolven.
Not sure why I am on there as a literally who, but thanks I s'pose

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:01:06 No.35609139 >>35609157 >>35609168

>>35609131
The other thing I forgot to put in my post, folders. What folders/categories should be used?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:01:21 No.35609140

>>35609131
This would actually be pretty funny. Calling them out but at the same time respecting their right to be heard.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:02:42 No.35609146 >>35609172

>>35609113
I think you should include the images, even the ones that got anon mad. We'd be hypocrites if we didn't.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:05:30 No.35609157 >>35609202

>>35609139
I don't think more folders or categories are necessary beyond what's already there, except perhaps >>35609131. Having most of the art on the top level, prefaced by the readme, just feels right.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:05:44 No.35609158 >>35609166 >>35609202

>>35609113
I think including the zebradom pic and putting it in the Other folder is the best option. Could include a disclaimer saying "These submissions were controversial in being added to the pack for multiple reasons (could elaborate on talking
about the message the pack is trying to send if you want), but in the interest of anti-censorship, they are still included here. In this folder. Which is kind of like a filter. Which is all you had to do in the first place." or something to that
effect.

The AI pics I'm against as well as the shitpost edits, but the actual artistic edits (adding lines, color, etc) should be included.

Also thanks for the hard work.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:07:30 No.35609166

>>35609158
But I spent like an hour and a half editing the AI pics. It might look like there is no effort there, but that's not true.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:08:15 No.35609168 >>35609180

>>35609139
It's fine as is minus needing some sort of segregated shitter box for the zebra trash if it's going to be in and potentially dividing SFW and NSFW if you want

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:08:46 No.35609172

>>35609146
I think the images should be included without disclaimer (although shitposts can be moved to the back on merit of their quality alone), there really is no point in doing that, but let us come to a consensus first.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:10:03 No.35609180 >>35609190

>>35609168
putting zebradom stuff into NSFW is all the filter you really need

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:10:09 No.35609181

Was anyone besides mega anon archiving the submissions? We could use someone double checking that nothing fell through the cracks

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:11:13 No.35609186 >>35609202

>>35609113
Could you change Cammy to Cammy/D_Inexistente?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:12:30 No.35609190 >>35609213

>>35609180
Nope. Zebradom goes in it's own little trash bag.
Full segregation. Separate but equal.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:12:47 No.35609192 >>35609200 >>35609202 >>35609208

What is the artist list used for in the end?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:14:53 No.35609197

>>35608781 →
>>35608819 →
>>35608902 →
>>35608960 →
IRC is easy as fuck
https://kiwiirc.com/client/irc.rizon.net/marenheit451

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:15:56 No.35609200

>>35609192
a list of who to support and commission

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:16:15 No.35609202 >>35609309

>>35609136
Done.

>>35609157
I prefer having fewer folders as well. The note/artist list filename will start with an _ to have it appear at the start. I guess we could have a "Bait" folder in the release, though I do think we should be careful about such a thing, I guess
we'll see what people think.

>>35609158
The "Other" folder will not be included in the release. Again, if people want another folder in the release we can do that, we'll just have to see what people think. Another option is we could put it in the "Sketch" folder.

>>35609186
Done.

>>35609192
A list of credits and to give thanks to everyone who helped out.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:17:32 No.35609208 >>35609215

>>35609192
Presumably there's going to be an artist list somewhere in the pack itself, although I'm not sure how connecting works to artist names will be done.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:19:15 No.35609213 >>35611596

>>35609190

A folder named "Segregation" for the zebra shit sounds funny as fuck

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:19:53 No.35609215

>>35609208
The plan was to just have a list of artists. Wasn't going to specifically link names to pieces.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:23:27 No.35609227 >>35609232

I have acquired booze and am ready for the party later

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:24:53 No.35609232

>>35609227
Take a shot for every seething post on twitter from woot goblins

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:26:28 No.35609241

Recording of Datte's drawstream yesterday if anyone's interested.

https://pony.tube/videos/watch/9db36e0c-fc47-419e-818f-286e01063ec8

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:45:55 No.35609309

>>35609202
I don't see what's wrong with a "bait" folder. Maybe call it "potential bait" for obvious reasons. Not outright calling it bait, but not believing it was made with pure intentions. Plus it'll be good for a laugh later.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:46:28 No.35609311 >>35609327 >>35609337 >>35609349

Alright, I'm organizing the release folder from mega anon
https://mega.nz/folder/i8xSiYAA#90LFfS2PthQX2yNpibbvJQ
Any complaints?
Btw, if there's any missing art here consider this the anchor post to resubmit it.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:50:06 No.35609327 >>35609333 >>35609337

>>35609311
Alright, was going to put it together myself but okay. Keep a look out for updates in the main Mega as well as the final artist's list that I will add tonight. If people like the folder structure I will modify the main release folder. Also, the
promotional art has outdated numbers so look out for updates there as well. I would recommend removing the contents and replacing with a link to the donation page when it's out.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:51:04 No.35609332
File: 2a74d5e7c35f1222f67179406(...).gif (1.14 MB, 600x540)

>>35607668
>Tiffany
You son of a bitch

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:51:21 No.35609333

>>35609327
> I would recommend removing the contents and replacing with a link to the donation page when it's out.
You mean having a text file pointing to it in the folder? Will do

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:52:18 No.35609337

>>35609311
>>35609327
Will add that I will put the zip in the main Mega linked in the OP.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:54:50 No.35609349 >>35609357 >>35609365

>>35609311
>futa SFM not in animated
>shitpost folder instead of doing what the thread asked
>TittySparkles labeled Tittlesparkles
It's shit. Let the MEGA Anon do it.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:56:24 No.35609357 >>35609365 >>35609374

>>35609349
Would it be better to stick the zebra post into the sketches folder?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:57:52 No.35609362 >>35609375

>>35609113
missing >>35596995 →

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)20:58:12 No.35609365 >>35609374 >>35609406 >>35609503 >>35609960

>>35609349
>>futa SFM not in animated
I wondered about that but decided it was more important to keep the lewds in the lewds folder
>>shitpost folder instead of doing what the thread asked
:^)
It seems petty to make a whole folder to contain one (1) picture, if there were more it'd justify itself. Same reason why I didn't make a NSFW\Animated folder.
>>TittySparkles labeled Tittlesparkles
MEGAanon did that not me, but fixed.
>>35609357
I could do this, though.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:01:07 No.35609374

>>35609357
Nope. It belongs by itself.
Also, did the hoof fetish pic get finished?
>>35609365
>It seems petty
The whole art pack is a petty response to Derpi's fuck-ups. The majority of the posted responses about what to do with it were in favor of it being separated from the rest.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:01:19 No.35609375

>>35609362
Already in there. Filename: My Freedom is not Yours to Authorize.png

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:02:28 No.35609381 >>35609391

>>35608618
>>35608891
>clearly same artist
>HURR NO EDIT
could you be be less of a fucking retard?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:04:20 No.35609390
File: unknown.png (51 KB, 173x201)

>>35609113
I do not mean to be picky, so you can change this if you so wish. The original file was called
"The Lion - Ponified"

Thank you for helping organize all of this! You're doing a good job!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:04:48 No.35609391

>>35609381
I can guarantee you that it was not the same artist who made the edit.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:05:55 No.35609397

>>35608847
shutup evo

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:08:20 No.35609406 >>35609423 >>35609453 >>35609466

>>35609365
>fixed
TittySparkles, nigga. T-I-T-T-Y.
I know you're busy being pissy about zebradom being segregated into a bait folder (which should be named "Bait" or something similar and not whatever cutesy bullshit you come up with next), but if you're going to try to be the one to
do this instead of the one who's managed the MEGAs until now, do it right.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:08:27 No.35609409

>>35608905
>other artpack work is fine
what are you talking about, cite your claim faggot

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:09:24 No.35609415
File: nigga u serious.jpg (147 KB, 518x572)

>the webmd with the
machinegun

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:11:27 No.35609423 >>35609466

>>35609406
I will continue on with making a zip from the main Mega for the release regardless. Ideally both will contain the same contents but I can only vouch for the completeness of the main one.

 MKogwheel !!8JP1BdXdEeu 07/15/20(Wed)21:11:28 No.35609424 >>35609456 >>35609459 >>35609486 >>35610044
File: political compass centric(...).png (470 KB, 1757x1757)

I want to finish Centricide for my last piece, but I am running out of time;;

I might not be able to finish it until near 12am CST, instead of EST

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:18:11 No.35609453 >>35609466 >>35609526
File: file.png (24 KB, 591x137)

>>35609406
Pipe down a little, I dislike striped/blacked as much as the next guy but I giving it that much space rent free is dum. I'm just making fun of this for the same reason I make fun of twitards being triggered.

I gave it its own folder so people who's as pissed off about it don't stumble on it without wanting to, and I'm not changing the name to anything else unless I find it funny. That does leave the door open to find a funny way to call it bait,
though.
Also, calm your tittles, anon.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:18:50 No.35609456

>>35609424
And of course Leslie is aiming at Molly.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:19:25 No.35609459

>>35609424
Oh my god kogwheel I love you my nigga

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:20:31 No.35609466 >>35609480 >>35609489

>>35609406
>>35609453
You also left the versions of Anon feeding the poners with naughty bits in the SFW section.
You're a real shitty organizer.
>>35609423
Are you going to fix the TittySparkles error and move the zebra drawing in the main?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:23:09 No.35609480 >>35609485 >>35609503 >>35609522

So a question about folders. Do we want the NSFW split out into it's own folder or just keep it in with the rest? I will probably keep animations combined with other submissions as I don't see a good reason to separate them.

>>35609466
Tittysparkles error fixed. Still somewhat in limbo with the zebra one. If a "Bait" folder is what we want, I guess I can do that.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:24:27 No.35609485 >>35609493

>>35609480
>in with the rest
The rest of the images? Why the fuck. NSFW and SFW should be two different folders.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:24:27 No.35609486 >>35611130

>>35609424
They probably could hold it up for you and get everything else ready and just drop yours in before release.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:25:02 No.35609489

>>35609466
>You also left the versions of Anon feeding the poners with naughty bits in the SFW section.
Filename?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:25:41 No.35609493

>>35609485
Alright, I will move NSFW into it's own folder.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:27:12 No.35609503 >>35609521

>>35609365
Just take it out of the folder, who cares. I don't care about pettiness, but drawing attention to it that way is only doing the opposite of what people want. Let's be done with it and focus on other shit, and I say this as someone who didn't
want it in the pack at all.

>>35609480
Honestly, I thought the way it was already organised in the release folder was fine. I don't get why we need to separate it out if there's already an NSFW warning, especially considering all the borderline stuff.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:27:51 No.35609511 >>35609516 >>35609534 >>35609537 >>35609570 >>35609599

Shameless plug, but since picarto is shit and doesn't allow guests to join and someone here suggested IRC I hacked together something

https://greasyfork.org/en/scripts/407135-picartorc

adds an IRC chat directly into picarto's chat interface. That way people should be able to join the stream even without an account.

So you guys should be able to just hop into datte's stream and chat

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:28:55 No.35609516

>>35609511
I promise that reddit spacing was entirely accidental

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:29:37 No.35609521

>>35609503
I would prefer it all top level, makes it easier to flip through different versions of images.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:29:49 No.35609522 >>35609535 >>35609539

>>35609480
Probably best to split SFW and NSFW.
You just need to read the thread and you can see that most posts are in favor of it being put by itself.

The cover's also something that needs to be discussed right now considering we're down to the last late entries being finished up. Which promo art are we going with for the cover and as the advertisement?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:30:48 No.35609526

>>35609453
>giving it that much space rent free is dum
This honestly. What's one picture really going to do in the grand scheme of things?
>inb4 its the only thing focused on

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:32:19 No.35609534 >>35609540

>>35609511
thats pretty sick, is there a way to test it in someone else's chat in the meantime?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:32:56 No.35609535

>>35609522
I will split the SFW and NSFW in a little bit. As for the covers, I say pick one for for the main page but allow others elsewhere. Right now I think there are three main promotional images, all need to have numbers updated. Will work on
updating what I can when I get back.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:33:13 No.35609537 >>35609540

>>35609511
Is Datte streaming now?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:34:22 No.35609539 >>35609576 >>35609579 >>35609584 >>35609594 >>35610271
File: file.png (531 KB, 1557x207)

>>35609522
I'm partial to 3. 5 is cool too, but 3 just looks really sleek and professional.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:34:31 No.35609540

>>35609534
>>35609537
Datte isn't streaming. It works on every picarto channel, even if it's offline.
Right now I am testing in my own https://picarto.tv/Wolvan

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:39:33 No.35609570 >>35609592 >>35609599
File: 1571012725793.png (190 KB, 1510x1400)

>>35609511
>This script is no longer anonymously available on this site. Log in and check your Greasy
Fork account settings.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:39:59 No.35609576 >>35609591

>>35609539
If cover and ad are different, I'm thinking weathered 4 as cover and 3 as advertisement

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:40:32 No.35609579

>>35609539
Speaking of #3, small correction for when/if Adarkone comes around. The C in "charity" shouldn't be capitalised.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:41:14 No.35609584

>>35609539
4 (weathered) or 6 for the official cover, I really dig the mimicking of the
original Fahrenheit 451 cover.
3 or 5 for the advertisement.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:41:59 No.35609591 >>35609607

>>35609576
speaking of ads. having a feature for a day really isnt much of anything to promote the pack. ponybooru is better than nothing, but does it have a full site wide ad we could use for like a week? no way derpi would do it

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:42:02 No.35609592

>>35609570
one sec I'll see if I can fix it. I think the reason might be because it is set to adult content because picarto might host adult shit?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:42:09 No.35609594

>>35609539
weathered 4 or 6 for cover. nice and clean.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:43:41 No.35609599 >>35610586

>>35609511
Corrected link that SHOULD work now, I hope
https://sleazyfork.org/en/scripts/407135-picartorc

>>35609570

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:45:35 No.35609607 >>35609893

>>35609591
Might be better to ask that on their forums or in the Derpibooru Alternative thread.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:51:18 No.35609627 >>35609636
File: 59a696b73d1dbc435aadee646(...).jpg (34 KB, 447x520)

ill be posting some art now that i thought got lost. i leave it to pack management to decide who and what to add to the
pile and the artist list.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)21:53:04 No.35609636 >>35609671

>>35609627
That's not really how this works, anon, though good on you for saving old art.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:03:39 No.35609671 >>35609681 >>35609683 >>35609830

>>35609636

are you sure? becaus its a bunch. oh well ill put it in an imgur album and send it to datte to judge it or something.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:06:26 No.35609681

>>35609671
Post the link in the thread, art packs are meant to specifically include new art, more or less.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:06:31 No.35609683

>>35609671
pictures have to be new for an artpack, i found a lot of old shit but they wont be included in the release, that said go ahead and throw up a link for everyone and im sure itl be appreciated anyways
t. archivefag

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:14:08 No.35609720 >>35609830

>>35609113
Could the title of 'Tired Windmill Pony' be changed to 'Morning for Windmill Pone'?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:24:54 No.35609776 >>35609834

AUF DER HEIDE STEHT EIN KLEINES PONYLEIN
UND DAS HEISST [bum bum]
ARYANNE!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:32:35 No.35609830

>>35609671
Old stuff can't really go in. If you put it up I can stick it in the "Other" folder though.

>>35609720
Will do.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:33:26 No.35609834 >>35609857

>>35609776

i was wondering if someone was going to sample that eventually.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:36:55 No.35609857 >>35609894

>>35609834
I was gonna rewrite it but looking up the lyrics is going to get me v& for sure

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:41:09 No.35609893 >>35609917

>>35609607
done waiting for a response >>35609887 →

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:41:15 No.35609894

>>35609857

https://lyricstranslate.com/en/erika-erica.html

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:45:06 No.35609917 >>35610033
File: Banner.png (107 KB, 3162x375)

>>35609893
>>35609887 →
We're over 190 right now, may reach 200 before the end of the day.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:50:36 No.35609944

>>35607660
>Days End was at like 4 votes on the 13th
>then 24 a few hours later >>35603312 →
>just jumped to 37 in the course of a couple hours
epic. wonder how many discords this was posted on

 Kassaz 07/15/20(Wed)22:50:49 No.35609945 >>35609976 >>35609979 >>35610007 >>35610694

>>35607666
It's been almost five years since I've posted here. I didn't even post in the finale thread. It's great to see Evan555alpha is also in the pack, because it needs more pregnant Aryanne. Here's my story:
https://u.smutty.horse/lwadpuoyudd.pdf

I don't know how the credits are working, but I'd like the name Kassaz and my kassaz@horsefucker.org email address used for any contact information. I don't intend to post again, unless it's for another pack I must post here to
participate in. Please respond to my post to let me know my work will be accepted.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:52:35 No.35609960

>>35609365

>my art is finally in
Yuss!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:53:24 No.35609966 >>35609977

is the pack releasing today or is today the last day before release?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:54:48 No.35609976 >>35609996

>>35609945
delete your post and get rid of the email. then repost without your public info

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:54:56 No.35609977

>>35609966
last day before release, still have time to submit

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:55:13 No.35609979

>>35609945
Your story will be included and your name has been added to the artists list.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)22:59:15 No.35609996

>>35609976
it's probably okay to include an email, this is probably a disposable email, he seems new. just let it slide

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:00:20 No.35610004

Auf der Heide steht ein kleines Ponylein
und das heißt: Aryanne
Boardverbunden, Symbol uns'rer Freiheit
wird umschwärmt Aryanne.
Den das Herz singt Fröhlichkeit,
und die Windmühl' voller Friedlichkeit
Auf der Heide steht ein kleines Ponylein
und das heißt: Aryanne

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:01:23 No.35610007

>>35609945
I put you on the artist's list in the OP as well, just in case

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:06:53 No.35610033 >>35610062

>>35609917
Think we should use the same format derpi has for their banners
>Advertisements must be in PNG, JPEG, or GIF format, no larger than 500kb, with a resolution between 699x79 and 729x91. Recommended size is 728x90px.
>Advertisements must be at most what we'd rate "suggestive" or "semi-grimdark"; keep it tame, even for advertising NSFW.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:08:50 No.35610044

>>35609424

Fence Mender need more dopamine.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:11:25 No.35610059 >>35610105 >>35610107 >>35610113 >>35610657
File: Operation Paperclip ca 19(...).png (2.25 MB, 1102x753)

>>35607666
Got a delivery for you Satan
Let me know if there are any major mistakes that needs fixing, If it looks good enough I'll go ahead and
upload the high res version

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:11:46 No.35610062 >>35610074
File: Banner (Ad friendly).png (52 KB, 728x90)

>>35610033

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:12:29 No.35610067 >>35610073 >>35610084 >>35610147

I still got like an hour right?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:13:21 No.35610073

>>35610067
1h45min iirc

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:13:29 No.35610074 >>35610084

>>35610062
It's a bit... plain, and doesn't really indicate the thing being advertised

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:14:55 No.35610084

>>35610067
Between 7 and 10 hours.

>>35610074
Was just using the banner that they had linked. Working on updating the other promotional images. Will try and make some more banners. Feel free to submit one yourself if you want.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:19:40 No.35610105 >>35610657

>>35610059
That's adorable

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:19:57 No.35610107 >>35610657

>>35610059
"See, this is how we are going to reach the moon"
>"Amazing Ms. Aryanne, brilliant."
"Now, you may need Franziska's help for the next part."
>"Huh? Why?"
"How do I put it simple.... Ever played Ponysona 2?"

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:21:36 No.35610113 >>35610657

>>35610059
Cute. Aryanne and young Nasa is a perfect combination.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:25:43 No.35610131

>>35607668
>https://pastebin.com/nw4wfgJs
it's Lyrabop, not Lyrabob. Thanks!

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:26:50 No.35610136 >>35610143
File: marenheit v14.png (340 KB, 1600x1132)

>>35607666
I mek thing

>>35607660
charity should go to horses and free
speech at equal parts

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:28:34 No.35610143 >>35610167

>>35610136
>white
>not offending someone
oy vey, needs more rainbows and browns

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:28:53 No.35610147 >>35610338

>>35610067
Wait, I thought it was midnight EST? So like, 6.5 hours from now?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:29:00 No.35610148 >>35610164 >>35610171

Should we split the money between free speech and horses?
https://www.strawpoll.me/20595641

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:31:17 No.35610164

>>35610148
Days End is too perfect, and CBDL checks the free speech box. Splitting it seems great.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:31:31 No.35610167

>>35610143
Some cool dude advised me to make it more like the color palette of Derpiboruu

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:32:04 No.35610171 >>35610203

>>35610148
I would be fine with that, but the amount of offsite brigading and/or VPN foolery in the current poll tells me that Strawpolls aren't an effective means of government. The current atmosphere in the thread seems to support the split,
though.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:32:57 No.35610174 >>35610186

Can someone screencap Twittersalt once it goes live? Please

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:35:24 No.35610186 >>35610255

>>35610174
twatter already knows about it

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:35:42 No.35610188 >>35610203 >>35610206 >>35610230 >>35610302
File: propaganda.png (19 KB, 728x90)

Thought I would make up a lil somethin'.

Thoughts?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:37:45 No.35610203 >>35610213

>>35610171
Yeah, was part of the reason why I was leaning towards keeping the decision in thread vs a poll. I would like to see some money go towards a free speech organization as well.

>>35610188
That is looking real nice. If you provide a PSD I can update the number if we go over 200 (we're real close) or you can do so yourself.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:38:13 No.35610206 >>35610338

HOW MUCH TIME IS LEFT?
>>35610188
Not bad Hitler.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:39:37 No.35610213

>>35610203

Custom fonts and all that yadda yadda. Ill make a version with 200 as well just in case. Is there any other suggestions?

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:41:27 No.35610230 >>35610319 >>35610322

>>35610188

i like it except for the font. maybe change that one to blankenburg

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:44:49 No.35610255 >>35610266 >>35610286

>>35610186
Yeah but the release should stir shit up once more

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:46:49 No.35610266 >>35610286 >>35610330

>>35610255
I'm sure Derpibooru will love us eternally.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:47:36 No.35610271

>>35609539

im going for 3 and 5 rugged

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:49:27 No.35610286 >>35610309

>>35610266
>>35610255

this might turn into an even larger shitstorm soon. can already see the lügenpresse blogposts.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:51:18 No.35610302

>>35610188
checked, but text is hard to read

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:52:12 No.35610309 >>35610341

>>35610286
i already have a folder of reaction pics ready for such an occasion

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:53:04 No.35610319

>>35610230

I like that suggestion, Ill give it a go. Im trying to see if I can make it pop with a tad bit of animation here. Ya know, the standard flashy words and whatnot. Ill keep everyone posted

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:53:35 No.35610322

>>35610230
Tannberg or gtfo

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:54:42 No.35610330 >>35610344

>>35610266
Derpibooru's already getting stirred up again with the fucking retarded mods deciding to blatantly pick what's good based on politics after things started to calm down

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:55:50 No.35610338

>>35610147
>>35610206
11:59pm EDT, so yeah, now about 6 hours

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:56:05 No.35610341 >>35610358

>>35610309
I even have my nopony folder on the ready.
Tears and salt are coming.

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:56:29 No.35610344 >>35610363

>>35610330

arent all derpymods left literal piss and shit furfags

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:58:30 No.35610358

>>35610341

guess we will have to make an appendix thread to marenheit just for the salty reactions on their own

 Anonymous 07/15/20(Wed)23:59:01 No.35610363

>>35610344
>literal piss and shit furfags
If this fandom ever dies, they will go to Furbooru. Before you know it, they will change their name and pony avatars, the sellouts.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:03:23 No.35610382 >>35610395 >>35610399 >>35610421
File: 1opti.gif (118 KB, 562x518)

extremely rushed last second contributution

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:05:20 No.35610395

>>35610382
AH Niiiiiiiice

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:05:47 No.35610399 >>35610420 >>35610421 >>35610432 >>35610456
File: 1opti.gif (118 KB, 562x518)

>>35610382
the fuck happened to the timing there

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:09:13 No.35610420

>>35610399
Well, Germany has a great clubbing scene. I can see her ravin'

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:09:24 No.35610421

>>35610399
>>35607666
corrected

>>35610382
not this one

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:10:54 No.35610432 >>35610436 >>35610453 >>35610468

>>35610399
Good job. Be sure to put yourself on the artist list if you want that, or someone can do it for you.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:11:29 No.35610436 >>35610453

>>35610432
he already is

 cammy 07/16/20(Thu)00:15:20 No.35610453

>>35610436
>>35610432
yeah hi

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:15:45 No.35610456 >>35610465

>>35610399
>not using swastica sticks

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:17:42 No.35610463 >>35610490

>>35610458
holy based

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:17:46 No.35610465

>>35610456
>He didn't notice it

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:18:07 No.35610468 >>35610478 >>35611371

>>35610432
If your name is only on the artist spreadsheet, please be sure to indicate that you've contributed something. The list was intended to be a list of people to contact so if it's just a name on there it can be hard to be sure.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:21:22 No.35610478 >>35610492 >>35610496

>>35610468
Link/pic of spread sheet?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:22:24 No.35610484
File: __byleth_edelgard_von_hre(...).png (1.01 MB, 2140x1816)

got a last minute drawing suggestion if you are still itching to
make a quickie in lineart

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:23:27 No.35610490 >>35610525

>>35610458

>>35610463

what was that

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:24:09 No.35610492 >>35610519 >>35611371

>>35610478
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1nWPzUFxZL1-KA3UE4lf4wZdyeuowaaP-qbWS0N4A8ug/edit?usp=sharing

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:24:50 No.35610496

>>35610478
The spreadsheet in the OP. Linking your pic is what most have done, but simply saying you've done something is enough. Of course for new submissions you can just include your name in your post as well and I'll definitely see it.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:28:22 No.35610519

>>35610492
Thanks Anon.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:29:23 No.35610525

>>35610490
>check the positions of the sticks
no idea why it was deleted

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:37:53 No.35610560

threadly reminder tone policing and self-censorship are a form of censorship too.

dont have a slave mindset.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:44:32 No.35610586

>>35609599
did a small bugfix on the script before prime time. If any bugs occur during the stream, gimme a shout and I'll try to fix em asap

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:52:55 No.35610636 >>35610646 >>35610650 >>35610652 >>35610653 >>35610654 >>35610663 >>35610694 >>35610734 >>35610746 >>35610786 >>35610803
File: marenheit-banner.gif (936 KB, 728x90)

How does this look?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:54:00 No.35610646

>>35610636
looks good!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:54:27 No.35610650

>>35610636
Nice.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:55:03 No.35610652 >>35610660 >>35611000

>>35610636
>200+ images
Really?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:55:08 No.35610653

>>35610636

thats supreme. put it right on the altboorus.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:55:14 No.35610654

>>35610636
I like it. Right now we're at 198, but soon.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:55:25 No.35610657
File: God Fucking Dammit Mozilla.png (28 KB, 559x474)

>>35607666
Well...Fuck! guess I'll use
smutty.horse for this
Tough If anyone knows of a
good alternative to Send
that would be great since I
kinda need it for other shit

https://u.smutty.horse/lwaesoiqeav.png
Here's the high res of >>35610059

>>35610105
>>35610107
>>35610113
Thanks!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:56:31 No.35610660 >>35610667

>>35610652

there was a point where we needed to stop and we have cleary passed it. but just lets go even further and see what happens.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:56:55 No.35610663

>>35610636
I like it.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)00:57:21 No.35610667 >>35610724

>>35610660
>there was a point where we needed to stop
No there wasn't, faggot

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:00:55 No.35610694 >>35610710 >>35610718

>>35610636
are we at 6 or 7 stories now >>35609945

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:03:47 No.35610710

>>35610694
6 by my count.

Aryanne Doesn't Gas the Griffons
Aryanne Teaches History by JoyAnon
Clopficsinthecomments
Fahreneigh 451 by Depressing Slave Horse Writer
Neo-Equestrian Obstetrics by Kassaz
The Power of Science! by TittySparkles

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:04:32 No.35610718

>>35610694
That is already in.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:05:05 No.35610724

>>35610667
its a meme you dip

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:05:34 No.35610731 >>35610775 >>35610788 >>35610803 >>35610852
File: propaganda.gif (1.01 MB, 600x74)

There we are! Animated as said previously

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:05:46 No.35610734 >>35610761 >>35610797 >>35610820
File: file.png (5 KB, 288x141)

>>35610636
+300 files*

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:07:03 No.35610746 >>35610758 >>35610777

>>35610636
looks slick but would it turn people off if everything is already available in the promotion?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:08:03 No.35610758 >>35610768

>>35610746
Its... 8 pictures. Tiny cropped scrolling by pictures.

What?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:08:11 No.35610761 >>35610791

>>35610734
That's with the WiP/sketch stuff included. I think we should only count the finished version of images.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:09:08 No.35610768

>>35610758
its 8 pictures, but a good bunch of them are already on boorus

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:09:40 No.35610775

>>35610731
>Not having a spinning swastika in the background

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:09:49 No.35610777 >>35610781

>>35610746
Can't wait to screencap those magnificent 90x60 pictures.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:10:42 No.35610781

>>35610777
Even ants are on the side of free speech.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:11:13 No.35610786 >>35610819
File: marenheit-banner-lofi.gif (442 KB, 728x90)

>>35610636
And a more color-limited version because I know some sites have a 500kb limit for ads.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:11:19 No.35610788 >>35610810

>>35610731

/) /) /)

this one gets my vote

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:11:38 No.35610791

>>35610761
could have a tagline along the lines of: "200+ drawings, 300+ files total"

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:12:03 No.35610797

>>35610734
got the anchored?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:12:24 No.35610799 >>35610837 >>35610838 >>35610920 >>35610979
File: cri.png (25 KB, 128x119)

>tfw went out to torrent adobe product and learn some new technique but anons dont care for my fancy growing
and shrinking Aryanne

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:12:39 No.35610803 >>35610977

>>35610731
great. but i think >>35610636 is more eye catching an easier to read for an ad.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:13:27 No.35610810

>>35610788 (You)
(\ (\ (\

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:14:15 No.35610819 >>35610859

>>35610786
this just looks horrible now

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:14:16 No.35610820
File: Hitler as Hindu god.jpg (90 KB, 564x818)

>>35610734

we have officially taken the 1
gig milestone

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:16:30 No.35610837

>>35610799
What?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:16:51 No.35610838 >>35610977

>>35610799
post post

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:18:38 No.35610852 >>35610860 >>35610977

>>35610731
she pulse

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:19:21 No.35610859 >>35610890

>>35610819

There's a reason why many banner adds aren't smoothly animated. Simple frame hops to preserve color and appeal is far more preferential than flashy over the top animations for shit like that.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:19:39 No.35610860

>>35610852

i guess thats the other aspect of her cutie mark

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:20:22 No.35610865 >>35610895 >>35610898 >>35610932
File: 1570391340904.png (2.76 MB, 2250x3572)

I cleaned up the xboxhueg filesizes a bit and added 190 & 200 versions, both
weathered and normal.
https://u.smutty.horse/lwaewfdljzt.zip
And a poll: https://strawpoll.com/e3eevhe7c/

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:22:14 No.35610878 >>35610889 >>35610891

Reposting poll on whether to split donations:
https://www.strawpoll.me/20595641/

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:24:08 No.35610889 >>35610903

>>35610878
When you say "horses", do you mean like a horse rehab/care center?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:24:11 No.35610890 >>35610924

>>35610859
just optimize the animation by removing every other frame

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:24:20 No.35610891

>>35610878
>no "depends on how much money is made" option

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:24:40 No.35610895 >>35610926

>>35610865
what's the poll even for anon? the cover or the advertisement?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:25:38 No.35610898 >>35610926

>>35610865
>And a poll: https://strawpoll.com/e3eevhe7c/
is this some registration google-glownigger shit?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:25:55 No.35610903 >>35610958

>>35610889
Yes. Basically whether to split between the top horse charity and top free speech charity or only to the most voted charity.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:28:41 No.35610920

>>35610799
i really liked the way you used ayrannes silhouette

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:29:06 No.35610921 >>35610952

so what time is release and datte's stream?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:29:30 No.35610924 >>35610937

>>35610890
I actually tried that first, so here you go. The choppiness felt harder to look at for me, but it is a better representation of the art.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:29:54 No.35610926 >>35610942
File: 1580705370921.png (216 KB, 894x894)

>>35610895
>cover or the advertisement
wut
It's not up to me which promo image is chosen to promote the pack. I made it to know which of the three variations
of mine people prefer.
>>35610898
Quit being silly, what's so wrong with google? :^)

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:30:37 No.35610932

>>35610865
>3/4 of them are the same
what a fucking terrible poll

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:31:26 No.35610937 >>35610944 >>35610949
File: marenheit-banner-half.gif (481 KB, 728x90)

>>35610924
Fixed to remove an extra frame that got left on.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:32:14 No.35610942

>>35610926
I see, didn't give a description though.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:32:44 No.35610944 >>35610959
File: c8908dad0cbe15031d84d90ef(...).gif (704 KB, 500x375)

>>35610937
this isnt how optimizing works. it should speed up since you took out
frames not be choppier.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:33:43 No.35610949

>>35610937
The choppiness is bad but I prefer it over murdering the colors.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:34:19 No.35610952 >>35610964

>>35610921
see >>35608723 → for Datte's stream

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:35:07 No.35610958

>>35610903
I mean I wish it all just went to the horse charity. I don't really know what "free speech" charities spend their money on, but with a horse one I assume it'd at least by food and farriers for them.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:35:14 No.35610959 >>35610994 >>35611090 >>35612116
File: marenheit-banner-zoomie.gif (481 KB, 728x90)

>>35610944
I thought the speed would be obnoxious, but actually it's not too bad. Better than the choppy one. Good call.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:36:11 No.35610964

>>35610952
>I'm a day early
HECK

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:38:41 No.35610977 >>35610985 >>35611090
File: more propganda.gif (1.43 MB, 600x74)

>>35610838
>>35610852
>>35610803

Fixed up to be easier to read. I thought the simpler stuff would look kinda nice honestly

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:38:45 No.35610979
File: pet5.gif (946 KB, 600x576)

>>35610799
I liked it anon

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:39:36 No.35610985 >>35611016

>>35610977
its very nice. but the file is fuck huge now

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:40:46 No.35610994

>>35610959
alternatively you can just have a flashing frame of pictures instead of speed. not as fancy but easier to see

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:41:27 No.35611000 >>35611030 >>35611042 >>35611057 >>35611230 >>35612090

>>35610652
>around 3000 Aryanne images were created over 7 years
>/mlp/ created 200 more in less than 3 weeks
Special thanks to Derpibooru, wootmaster, Dilarus and The Atlantic for making this possible. We wouldn't have done it without you.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:43:54 No.35611016 >>35611040

>>35610985
1.43 MB isnt bad I thought?

If some anons want to compress some thing down, here is the avi for conversion sake

https://u.smutty.horse/lwafdncjcaj.avi

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:46:07 No.35611030
File: 1559004124773.gif (868 KB, 500x281)

>>35611000
Checked
God I love the
Streisand effect

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:48:04 No.35611040

>>35611016
the only file dimensions we know of is derpi's own ads. which are 500kb max. so best to assume thats what we have to work under until the alt boorus say otherwise

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:48:24 No.35611041

Can someone post the pics that explained how was Aryanne created?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:48:29 No.35611042
File: tenor.gif (2.45 MB, 498x389)

>>35611000
Hear hear
Could not have said it
better myself
Dub trips checked

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:50:51 No.35611057

>>35611000
literally who?
this is the first time ive drawn aryanne and probably wont be my last

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:52:11 No.35611063 >>35611068 >>35611081 >>35611115 >>35611129
File: file.png (294 KB, 462x671)

it's comin along!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:53:00 No.35611068 >>35611093
File: ReadySetGo.jpg (19 KB, 350x262)

>>35611063

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:55:55 No.35611081
File: 1570715364806.png (51 KB, 234x216)

>>35611063
Ffffffuuu-

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:56:41 No.35611090 >>35611154 >>35612116
File: smallenheit6.gif (251 KB, 728x90)

>>35610959
Anon, those smooth edges look fancy but they're wasting a ton of colors by themselves. Reduced it to 250 KBs with flat transitions and further posterizing. You could do it easier and showing the images for longer on your end and ALSO
disable text aliasing, because flat color patches are more efficient for the filesize.
>>35610977
Yeah ads have to be tiny as fuck. I was hoping to get it under like 200 KBs

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:56:49 No.35611093

>>35611068
Prepare your zunge lecken instead, and be gründlich.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:59:07 No.35611104

>>35611103
lel

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:59:35 No.35611108

>>35611103
CIA niggers tongue my anus.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)01:59:52 No.35611110

>>35611103
Sure thing, faggot

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:00:34 No.35611115

>>35611063
great perspective shot

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:01:07 No.35611117

>>35611103
>We do not forgive, we do not forget

You're a bit late to the party, twitterfag

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:03:39 No.35611129 >>35611140 >>35611148

>>35611063
what do they smell like

 MKogwheel !!8JP1BdXdEeu 07/16/20(Thu)02:03:40 No.35611130 >>35611150 >>35611171 >>35611175
File: AA345FBC-D4BA-476B-A6CE-E(...).png (447 KB, 1240x1240)

>>35609486
That would be cool, yeah
I will try and get it ready by 11pm PST

>>35607666
Also, I want to submit the political compass for the pack
It is already on my Twitter, but I want it to serve as context for other political
compass pony submissions

>>35606773 →
This is great, tower girls are top QT

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:05:05 No.35611140 >>35611160

>>35611129
Zyklon B?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:06:09 No.35611148 >>35611153 >>35611160 >>35611205

>>35611129
Ash.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:06:21 No.35611150
File: splaugh.gif (1.85 MB, 320x240)

>>35611130
>recreational use only

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:06:45 No.35611153

>>35611148
this.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:06:45 No.35611154 >>35611201
File: low-filesized-propoganda.gif (489 KB, 480x59)

>>35611090
Now under 500 kb

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:07:42 No.35611160

>>35611148
that's what I was thinking

>>35611140
this is also good

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:09:05 No.35611171 >>35611228

>>35611130
oh NOW you want to submit it, when you posted it the first time you said it wasnt for the pack.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:09:34 No.35611175 >>35611183

>>35611130
As I said, I plan on preparing the final zip sometime between midnight EDT and midnight PDT.

If anyone else will be cutting it close, let me know and I'll keep an eye out. The zip will be put into the "Final Release" folder in the Mega linked in the OP.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:12:12 No.35611183 >>35611195

>>35611175
Will there be a final call for changes to the artist list at midnight? my name is still spelled incorrectly in the paste.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:13:59 No.35611195 >>35611221 >>35611261 >>35611502 >>35611520

>>35611183
Yes. At midnight EDT (9:00 PDT) I will ask for final changes. If your name has not been corrected, let me know.

Current artist list:
https://pastebin.com/exii9a3R

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:14:57 No.35611201 >>35611260

>>35611154
good work! but now its a banner for ants
>Recommended size is 728x90px.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:15:03 No.35611202

>>35611103
> can recognize your art styles even without a signature
I signed mine.
Watcha gonna do, wyteboi ?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:16:07 No.35611205

>>35611148
Poetic.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:19:09 No.35611221
File: 1495739960272.png (143 KB, 462x564)

>>35611195
oops sorry it's been corrected
now, thanks a lot!

 MKogwheel !!8JP1BdXdEeu 07/16/20(Thu)02:20:36 No.35611228
File: 42233E98-918B-402A-91F9-A(...).jpg (31 KB, 542x565)

>>35611171

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:21:32 No.35611230 >>35611273

>>35611000
How many Aryanne images were made in the last year EXCLUDING June, and how many were made since June?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:29:42 No.35611260 >>35611305 >>35612259
File: Ive Cracked the Code Anons.gif (479 KB, 728x90)

>>35611201
Alright alright, third times the charm here. Good file size, good dimensions, slightly lower framerate, but it all works

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:29:51 No.35611261

>>35611195
>Cammy/D_Inexistente
I meant (aka D_Inexistente), when I made that post I hadn't seen other artists have multiple names listed that way

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:31:25 No.35611273 >>35611277

>>35611230
Since January 2020 or from May 2019 to May 2020?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:32:02 No.35611277 >>35611325

>>35611273
I guess May 2019 to May 2020.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:35:07 No.35611285 >>35611343 >>35611626
File: 1594841510228.png (1.41 MB, 1200x5431)

Found this in the death of db thread. Some fimfic cancel mobster was trying to whitenight sperm cells against titty sparkle. this thread got deleted later by a butthurt fimfic
mod.

remember - masterbaiting to Ary makes woketards cry.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:40:30 No.35611305 >>35611334
File: 375a7642fd606a27a19e4080b(...).png (68 KB, 457x363)

>>35611260
ay i knew you could do it anon. now put it to a vote, or just ad em both and let the boorus decide
which ad they want to use

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:44:11 No.35611325

>>35611277
If I've done this right, 168.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:46:47 No.35611334

>>35611305
Exterminate the competition :^)

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:48:51 No.35611343 >>35611369

>>35611285
Apparently is was the gas chamber joke picture that set off a mod and some people apologized to her

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:53:37 No.35611369 >>35611416

>>35611343
>>35607666

https://mlpol.net/mlpol/274579#275975
https://mobile.twitter.com/bestfilly/status/1283560583867043842

3 more pieces of Aryanne anthro art from Patachu

 NotAWriterAnon 07/16/20(Thu)02:54:05 No.35611371 >>35611392

>>35610468
>>35610492
Can I get added, or can I just add myself? I drew >>35607412 → and want to be on the hit list as well.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:57:13 No.35611389 >>35611401

To those is in charge, upon the release of the art pack you should PM Zizzy over at Ponybooru (Check the staff list) and he might be able to get your banner ad that you choose up and running

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:58:03 No.35611392 >>35611410

>>35611371
I have you written in the artist list as "NAWA". Would you prefer to be credited as "NotAWriterAnon"?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)02:59:02 No.35611401 >>35611414

>>35611389
The main problem with ponybooru right now would be the "Thumbnails not yet generated"fest that is having right now for the massive quantity of upload that the site is handling right now

 NotAWriterAnon 07/16/20(Thu)03:00:34 No.35611410

>>35611392
Yes please Anon, sorry for the confusion

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:01:05 No.35611414 >>35611434

>>35611401
Yeah, its quite unfortunate. The site is running on an older piece of hardware currently, so its having significant issues keeping up with the 2,000+ images per hour.

As was stated in one of the derpi alt threads, it is slated to be moved to a much more powerful machine that should hopefully solve that issue but the exact time that will happen is still unknown.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:01:24 No.35611416
File: 1777882.png (405 KB, 900x900)

>>35611369
Oh yes.

YES.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:05:19 No.35611434 >>35611441 >>35611492

>>35611414
Try Rainbooru in the meantime.
Also speaking of, can OP or someone add Patachu or Darkdoomer or whatever is his alt to the list?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:06:58 No.35611441 >>35611482

>>35611434
To what list? Darkdoomer is already in the Thank You pastebin.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:07:55 No.35611449 >>35611482
File: 111743643547.gif (741 KB, 720x720)

>just got off work
>deadline soon

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:17:05 No.35611482

>>35611441
Sorry not sure if it was Darkdoomer or Patchu.

>>35611449
Get home, lock yourself in , draw thing, post just on the last minute. That's a huge satisfaction!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:18:41 No.35611492 >>35611494

>>35611434
Darkdoomer is on the list. Patachu is Darkdoomer, right? Should I add aka Patachu to his entry?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:19:22 No.35611494

>>35611492
everyone knows patachu is darkdoomer. its aliased on derpi

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:21:12 No.35611502

>>35611195
Excuse me, but my nickname in the credits should be "PimpfRusslandAnon", not "PimpRusslandAnon".
Thank you in advance.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:24:53 No.35611520

>>35611195
Please sir, add "digiqrow" to the list. He made a bypedal aryanne.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:42:13 No.35611596

>>35609213
this desu

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:47:47 No.35611626

>>35611285
>well what you find funny is bad
can't make this shit up

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:49:40 No.35611631 >>35611640 >>35611642 >>35611643 >>35611646 >>35611675 >>35611683 >>35611743 >>35612169
File: 1594784113774.png (589 KB, 1280x853)

>>35607666

From the twitter edit thread

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:50:43 No.35611636 >>35611640 >>35611642 >>35611643 >>35611646 >>35611675 >>35611683 >>35611720 >>35611743 >>35612169
File: 1594528895429-1.png (338 KB, 1637x858)

>>35607666
>>35607666

Another edit

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:51:41 No.35611640 >>35611670 >>35611675

>>35611636
>>35611631
Edits of work done by Twitter retards isn't a good idea for the pack, edits in general won't be included if I remember correctly.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:51:50 No.35611642 >>35611670 >>35611675 >>35611779

>>35611631
>>35611636
I don't believe that we should add edits to the pack.
To prevent any copyright problem with the twitterfags

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:52:03 No.35611643 >>35611670 >>35611675

>>35611631
>>35611636
I don'T think we'll put edits in, that might get us killed

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:53:21 No.35611646 >>35611670 >>35611675

>>35611631
>>35611636
>Edits
>from twitterniggers that would love to cancel the pack because their "art" was edited
Nope

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:54:13 No.35611650 >>35611667 >>35611699

>>35607666
put it in the shitpost folder or whatever it ends up being called
https://files.catbox.moe/qkep3w.png

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)03:59:49 No.35611667

>>35611650
>Pussy but no dick.
>Zebra look defeated
I guess that Aryanne found the solution to solve the zebra rape. The next level of gelding

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:00:15 No.35611670 >>35611674

>>35611640
>>35611642
>>35611643
>>35611646

I believe we will be subjected to attempts of sabotage regardless but it was worth mentioning.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:01:50 No.35611674

>>35611670
>I believe we will be subjected to attempts of sabotage regardless
Yeah, but with an edit we literally are giving them the bullets for their empty guns

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:01:58 No.35611675

>>35611640
>>35611642
>>35611643
>>35611646
Cool, thread exclusives. But I may see them on DB in the future.
No matter.

>>35611631
>>35611636
I love it.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:03:43 No.35611682 >>35611690
File: oh god oh fuck sully.png (845 KB, 721x639)

>2 hours remain
Time to play this on repeat https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JwNFCbaOiww [Embed]

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:04:09 No.35611683

>>35611631
>>35611636
take the edits to rainbooru. we're not putting them in the pack

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:06:23 No.35611690 >>35611698 >>35611733

>>35611682
is the deadline really in 2 hours?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:07:45 No.35611698

>>35611690
yes

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:07:53 No.35611699 >>35611718

>>35611650

You must be the machine gun guy. Not much of a fan of that one but thank you regardless. Someone will like it.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:10:47 No.35611711 >>35611733

which charity are we donating to again?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:12:23 No.35611718

>>35611699
Yeah, same guy. Also did the dogwhistle one. Thanks.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:13:06 No.35611720

>>35611636
QT

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:16:26 No.35611733 >>35611892

>>35611711
As per the polls, the selected charities will be both the Days End Farm Horse Rescue and The Comic Book Defense League. The money will be split. Speaking of, here's the poll again:

https://www.strawpoll.me/20595641

>>35611690
Officially yes, but if you're a little late that's alright. I know MKog is going to be submitting something a bit late. If you are in the same situation, let me know and I will keep an eye out for your post. Basically I want to get it out before
midnight PDT, so whenever we're not waiting on people before then.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:17:12 No.35611743

>>35611631
>>35611636
Well, it was said already, but as someone who made other edits I can confirm: this is a ticking bomb when put inside art pack.
Upload it to Alt-Boorus with Marenheit 451 promotional speech, it would be much better.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:28:08 No.35611779 >>35611841 >>35611873 >>35611909

>>35611642
This. The twittermob might use the inclusion of edits as a way to delegitimize the pack by saying it's stolen work etc. etc.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:44:39 No.35611841

>>35611779
second this

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:47:19 No.35611850 >>35611885
File: popcorn.gif (768 KB, 360x360)

has there been a consensus about posting to
boorus once it releases?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:52:50 No.35611873 >>35611885 >>35611898 >>35611970

>>35611779
Also that's why after second thought I believe AI-ryanne should not be included either.
Reason: artists already complain about not giving their consent to use their art as a training dataset and they are right - this is definitely not a fair use from legal perspective, you cannot profit from it, even for charity

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:56:29 No.35611885 >>35611919 >>35611922

>>35611850
We could probably request DNP status if we wanted. Maybe do something like a 1 week artist only upload (Because some has already been posted and some artists might want to post one to promote the pack). Whether we decide to
do so or not I don't think will matter too much as long as it points to the donation page. Maybe just hold off efforts to post the full thing for a few days at the least.

>>35611873
Do you think the AIryannes be moved to the Other folder?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:57:19 No.35611892 >>35611907 >>35611916

>>35611733
there's still an hour left, right?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:58:39 No.35611898 >>35611911 >>35611948

>>35611873
Laws need to catch up with the times.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)04:59:59 No.35611907 >>35611916

>>35611892
And change. We'll be waiting on at least MKog. I think he said he'd be done around 11 CDT (So that gives another hour or so). If you will be running a little late, let me know so I can wait for you.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:00:09 No.35611909

>>35611779
Aye. Edits are very welcome to be posted to promote the cause, but we do not want to include edits in the pack without the consent of the original artists.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:00:47 No.35611911

>>35611898
they are trying to do that worldwide. Doing that means making the laws even more anal and putting big corps first

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:01:19 No.35611916

>>35611892
>>35611907
11 PDT, so 2 hours actually.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:02:05 No.35611919

>>35611885
there is no 'other' folder thats going to be in the release. suppose you can toss it in sketches

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:02:41 No.35611922 >>35611935

>>35611885
I believe, Release folder should include only pics that have not even a slightest probability of someone saying "you stole my art".
What is the meaning of Other folder?
Something that is not part of the pack, but was created in support of it?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:04:40 No.35611925 >>35611935

Can we have another zip with all the additional stuff we don't/can't add for whatever reason and have a text file inside of the pack that links to that zip with like "additional content here"

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:05:59 No.35611935

>>35611922
The "Other" folder is a catch-all for just about anything and everything. It will not be included in the release, once the pack is up the Other folder will be one of the few things that will remain in the Mega.

>>35611925
Sure. I can make a zip of the "Other" folder for easier downloading as well.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:08:56 No.35611948

>>35611898
Laws already implicitly say that if artist released a pic of horse pussy, fair use would be to fap to it, but not, for example, to show it in commercial sperm bank so that your customers can fap to it. Training neural net so that you can
mimick the art and sell it is just as unfair use.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:13:07 No.35611969 >>35611991 >>35611998 >>35612136
File: 7-15-2020-01 aryanne hoof(...).png (861 KB, 936x1352)

>>35607666
aaahhhh, it is now done I hope!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:13:12 No.35611970

>>35611873
Yeah, that's fair enough desu

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:13:17 No.35611971

>>35609106
Goodbye balls.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:14:21 No.35611975 >>35611980

>>35609102
So, why not put those swastikas as the spokes of a wheel instead?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:15:43 No.35611980

>>35611975
nice try budda

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:18:39 No.35611988 >>35612037 >>35612050

Did we ever figure out which pic is going to be the featured advertisement one (so not the small banner ones)? Want to be sure that the right one is featured when its out to notify zizzy.

Oh would someone be able to have it featured on Ponerpics as well?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:19:45 No.35611991

>>35611969
Lovely as always Dot.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:20:56 No.35611998

>>35611969
I am descending farther down the endless pit that is hoof worship
and I couldnt be any happier

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:21:45 No.35612003 >>35612006 >>35612025 >>35612028 >>35612051
File: slippery slope.png (2.15 MB, 2423x2000)

>>35607666
whoo, made it.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:22:23 No.35612006

>>35612003
Ahahaha... Perfect

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:22:41 No.35612010 >>35612023

>>35612000
that little swastika bow on the panties is perfect

 NotAWriterAnon 07/16/20(Thu)05:23:58 No.35612018 >>35612023 >>35612518
File: aryanne red.png (364 KB, 1761x1655)

>>35607666
I fucked the last one, this is the one i meant to post

 NotAWriterAnon 07/16/20(Thu)05:24:32 No.35612023

>>35612010
>>35612018
Thanks Anon!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:24:49 No.35612025

>>35612003
>tumbling down? nah, we're sliding this time

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:25:35 No.35612028

>>35612003
beautiful

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:27:54 No.35612036 >>35612043

So should AI Aryanne be moved to the "Sketch" folder or the "Other" folder? (or stay where she is)

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:28:05 No.35612037 >>35612055

>>35611988
you mean the cover?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:30:06 No.35612043

>>35612036
It's definitely Other, not Sketch.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:30:59 No.35612050
File: 3.jpg (3.43 MB, 2128x3030)

>>35611988
Personally I think this one is
pretty nice.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:31:03 No.35612051

>>35612003
Amazing.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:31:11 No.35612052 >>35612062
File: Aryanne draft sketches.jpg (440 KB, 1059x741)

>>35607666
Just realized there was a sketch folder, I figure I should upload some of the drafts I did but abandoned, even if they're kinda shitty. At least they left won't be
forgotten in a notebook.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:32:27 No.35612055

>>35612037
No, the advertisement one that features pics from the pack in it.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:33:40 No.35612062

>>35612052
>Fascist Brohoof
Heh, that's pretty cute.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:33:57 No.35612066 >>35612079
File: oh my fucking god.png (2.07 MB, 944x2405)

>>35607666
My shitty comic for your viewing pleasure. Yes that's supposed to be Ary. Sorry about the mess but this is my first ever pony drawing and my artistry is limited to middle school stick figure comics. Any skill level though,
right? Haha!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:38:01 No.35612079 >>35612092

>>35612066
You show potential. Also, checked.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:39:31 No.35612086 >>35612100

Is midnight the deadline?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:39:49 No.35612090

>>35611000
Many years and never once thought of drawing Aryanne until this drama came up.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:39:55 No.35612092

>>35612079
Thanks for the encouragement. I have a pad but it's not a display one. Way too fucking hard to draw on it so I got frustrated and switched to tradart.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:41:51 No.35612100

>>35612086
Yes. Midnight EDT is the official deadline. However at least MKog will be a bit late, so there's a little extra time if needed.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:45:23 No.35612116 >>35612129
File: marenheit-banner-no-aa.gif (219 KB, 728x90)

>>35611090
Alright. I took off anti-aliasing and posterised it a bit before reducing the gif palette. I still think the ~500kb one at >>35610959 will be our best bet, just because that's the limit for Derpi and presumably other boorus, but here's one that's
at least a bit closer to 200kb.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:50:24 No.35612129
File: fb9bf5aea869c12738894e235(...).png (39 KB, 450x450)

>>35612116

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:50:51 No.35612131 >>35612138 >>35612144

NDF stills needs text for his drunk Aryanne? New suggestions?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:54:21 No.35612136

>>35611969
Unf yes thank you Dot
>69
Nice

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:55:47 No.35612138

>>35612131
What's the pic and would "Aryanne Macht Frei" work?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:56:16 No.35612141

Thread theme: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KKkCP7ovMQA [Embed]

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:56:47 No.35612144 >>35612150

>>35612131
its been days, he hasnt thought of anything? what about all the stuff that was posted as ideas back in the other thread?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:58:53 No.35612150 >>35612231

>>35612144
I dunno, he hasn't submitted a text version and I'd hate to see a good image spoiled by zigger shit. There's obvious shit like "have you ever met zecora's dad, neither has she" but that's pretty low effort.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)05:59:05 No.35612152

If someone happens to post the ad pic after its out, make sure to include in the description a link to the pack and also the time/link to the "Release Party" stream.

And remember, dont post on anon in case the description gets fucked.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:00:22 No.35612157 >>35612189

FINAL CALL
Please check both the release folder in the OP and the list of artists (below) for any corrections that need to be made. If you are running a little late, let me know.

https://pastebin.com/eacHqFyG

The final zip will be posted to the "Final Release" folder in the Mega. It will also be accessible through the following link. This will happen once those running late have made thier submissions.

https://mega.nz/folder/2ZYASCYB#jf-s6d_XjCfrRO24IIkeXQ

The results from the polls show that Days End Farm Horse Rescue and The Comic Book Defense League will be the charities.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:01:48 No.35612161 >>35612469
File: Aryanne fights for the Im(...).png (123 KB, 500x795)

>>35607666
In the nick of time (I hope!)
My name's already on the artist list paste so no need to add
again.
Just wanted to see if I could throw another drawing together in
the last hour.
If it's too late though it's cool.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:02:36 No.35612163 >>35612166 >>35612170 >>35612176 >>35612183 >>35612211 >>35612221 >>35612227 >>35612253 >>35612357
File: Aryanne you are bad guy, (...).png (1.99 MB, 800x4080)

>>35607666
Anchor. Just credit it to anon.

Full res: https://u.smutty.horse/lwahdwkfboi.png

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:05:18 No.35612166

>>35612163
That is beautiful anon

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:06:22 No.35612169

>>35611631
>>35611636
Very nice edits though!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:06:37 No.35612170

>>35612163
It's great. Aryanne's a good poner, regardless of what anyone else says.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:08:13 No.35612176
File: 1569441703647.png (137 KB, 1285x731)

>>35612163
That's amazing... wow.
Thank you.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:09:50 No.35612183

>>35612163
>credit to anon
Incredibly based. Nice work

 Alabaster_Scarf 07/16/20(Thu)06:11:10 No.35612185 >>35612197 >>35612206 >>35612270

>>35607666
https://u.smutty.horse/lwahfkufsjx.png

The temperature at which fanart burns.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:11:54 No.35612189 >>35612198

>>35612157
should late submissions reply to here, or is it fine to still just reply to anchor?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:12:58 No.35612195 >>35612200

Can there be like an after party thread for when everything finally cools over? I have a few more Aryanne drawings I know I won't be able to finish anytime soon

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:13:08 No.35612197

>>35612185
This is fucking neat. Very nice.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:13:12 No.35612198

>>35612189
Just reply to the anchor.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:14:14 No.35612200 >>35612214 >>35612242

>>35612195
Will have to make another thread tonight. Datte is even going to have an afterparty stream tomorrow.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:15:22 No.35612206 >>35612263

>>35612185
add your name to the artists in the pastebin in >35612157?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:15:37 No.35612211
File: Annotation 2020-07-16 071417.png (126 KB, 382x358)

>>35612163
Thank you Anon.
That hit hard just the
right way.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:15:56 No.35612214

>>35612200
Double Dubs confirm.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:16:51 No.35612221

>>35612163
My fucking heart. I don't want to see her sad, Anons.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:17:11 No.35612222 >>35612232

What's the largest pony art pack ever made?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:18:51 No.35612227

>>35612163
now thats a send off for this pack

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:19:38 No.35612231

>>35612150
>You know, when I was a filly, I really loved windmills, so gorgeous and monumental. After I got my cutie mark, I was so happy that I invited everypony to a party!
>But other ponies suddenly became really angry at me and refused, one of them mentioned some "Mein Kampf", so instead of partying I started reading.
>Now I celebrate that day as my second birthday, as I've learned so much from it! You should definitely give this book a look, how about we go upstairs and I read you the best parts right now?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:20:02 No.35612232

>>35612222
>Quads
Checked

I don't know but we're up the 212 in this one.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:20:12 No.35612234 >>35612241

Who's the first and last artfag to add to this pack? I'd really like to know

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:21:29 No.35612241
File: 1593235881219.png (2.1 MB, 1475x1323)

>>35612234
I think this one was the first, we don't know the
last yet. Could be MKog.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:21:42 No.35612242 >>35612256

>>35612200
Would it be best to do it after the pack is out so it's in the OP? But when's it going to be hosted?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:23:42 No.35612253 >>35612426

>>35612163
Wouldn't it be hilarious if Aryanne was like 50ft tall? haha

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:24:26 No.35612256

>>35612242
It would be great if this thread lasted until the donation page is up. Depends on how fast Datte gets things set up. It could be later tonight or it could be sometime tomorrow. Right now we're waiting on MKog for his final submission (he
said he'd be done around 11PDT) for me to prepare the zip.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:24:38 No.35612259

Throwing this >>35611260 to the anchor for the ads. Whether or not you can run more than one, this is just here so its not lost
>>35607666

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:25:45 No.35612263 >>35612270 >>35612272

>>35612206
How do I add my name to the pastebin?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:27:10 No.35612270 >>35612281

>>35612263
Posting it here in thread would be easiest. Note that I can't update the PasteBins, so I may have already added you. If you're >>35612185 then I already got you.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:27:32 No.35612272

>>35612263
you cant. pastebins are only editable on who posted it. the only way would be copypasting the whole list into a new bin

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:29:13 No.35612281

>>35612270
Ah, thanks. Didn't see it in the updated list, so I wasn't sure.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:29:38 No.35612285 >>35612293 >>35612312
File: 1594013712301.gif (2.42 MB, 1080x1080)

I am hyped to see how this pack ends up looking, tomorrow
will be a very fun day.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:31:08 No.35612293
File: 1471231936180.png (234 KB, 567x980)

>>35612285
agreed

 DTL 07/16/20(Thu)06:33:48 No.35612308 >>35612326 >>35612329 >>35612334 >>35612335 >>35612424
File: babys first project.png (1.77 MB, 2549x2139)

>>35607666
>late
>fucking awful anyway
I don't even know why I'm submitting
It's not worth opening this spoiler.
It's my first day drawing. I wanted this to be my big debut. Shouldn't have let my
depression get the better of me.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:34:10 No.35612312
File: Futuramaandmlpthumbs_4794(...).png (29 KB, 212x200)

>>35612285
Im honestly psyched, its been a long and sometimes hard path but
its definitely all worth it

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:36:41 No.35612326 >>35612338 >>35612360

>>35612308
It's not about the quality (quality is a plus though), it's about sending a message.

 MKogwheel !!8JP1BdXdEeu 07/16/20(Thu)06:36:57 No.35612327 >>35612339 >>35612348 >>35612359

Oh fuck, can’t believe I might be the last submission

Then I’ll get this spellchecked by y’all in the meantime

These are meant to be said by each quadrants

“Anyone that opposes specie homogeneity is the weakest link of ou nation. And the weak must fear the ste

Anyone that opposes the specie homogeneity of ponykind is the weakest link of our nation. And the weak must fear the strong

True communism can never be achieved when bits-counting capitalists plague the world. So liberals and centrists get the arrow too

All centrists are crypto-fascists because of fish-hook theory! We as a friendship society cannot allow fascism! Smash the fash!

It’s unfair that government steals my money then waste it on those centrists! I won’t violate NAP, but I won’t be saving them either.

Uhh, can’t we compromise and talk over it instead? Do I really deserve centricide for just wanting to grill? “

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:36:59 No.35612329 >>35612360

>>35612308
Don't think so negatively Anon, every new piece of art is welcome for the pack. For a beginner this is really good, you definitely show potential.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:38:43 No.35612334 >>35612360

>>35612308
whats the text say?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:39:01 No.35612335 >>35612360

>>35612308
>dont worry, you've survived getting banned from one place before. moving to another won't be as bad as last time. pinkie promise.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:39:18 No.35612338 >>35612347 >>35612350 >>35612364 >>35612373
File: fire.png (199 KB, 1920x1080)

>>35612326

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:39:37 No.35612339 >>35612359

>>35612327
>It’s unfair that government steals my money then waste it on those centrists!
s/b "wastes it"

>talk over it instead
s/b "talk it over"

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:42:51 No.35612347

>>35612338
I like her suspicious look
>>35607666

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:42:54 No.35612348

>>35612327
if anything,
>It’s unfair that government steals my money then waste it on those centrists!
needs an and in there and an s at the end of 'waste'
>It’s unfair that government steals my money, and then wastes it on those centrists!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:43:13 No.35612350

>>35612338
What do we call this amalgamation of Twiggles and Aryanne?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:44:11 No.35612357
File: 1572037257264.jpg (99 KB, 786x826)

>>35612163
This one is my favorite
of the pack.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:44:59 No.35612359

>>35612327
>“Anyone that opposes specie homogeneity is the weakest link of ou nation. And the weak must fear the ste
Think it should be "Anyone who opposes species homogeneity of ponykind is the weakest link of our nation, and the weak must fear the strong!"

>True communism can never be achieved when bits-counting capitalists plague the world. So liberals and centrists get the arrow too
Punctuation at the end of the sentence and maybe make it "bit-counting"

> All centrists are crypto-fascists because of fish-hook theory!
I'd add a "the" between "of" and "fish-hook"

>We as a friendship society cannot allow fascism! Smash the fash!
I'd add a comma to separate the sections like "We, as a friendship society, cannot allow fascism!"

> It’s unfair that government steals my money then waste it on those centrists! I won’t violate NAP, but I won’t be saving them either.
I'd phrase it "It's unfair that government steals my money and then wastes it on those centrists", and maybe make NAP plural (possibly like NAPs).

> Uhh, can’t we compromise and talk over it instead?
Like >>35612339 said, "talk it over"

 DTL 07/16/20(Thu)06:45:06 No.35612360 >>35612369 >>35612393
File: hqdefault.jpg (20 KB, 480x360)

>>35612326
I guess. Shouldn't have tried colour when I barely have sketching down.

>>35612329
Thanks. What kind of potential?

>>35612334
(World's L)argest (Image De)pository. I just slapped whatever mildly relevant text on so I had less to draw and colour.

>>35612335
I was going for this reference.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:45:34 No.35612364 >>35612373
File: 2085781.png (37 KB, 471x314)

>>35612338
So... this is the twiggie variant of aryanne?
What would be her name anyway?
She would be so extreme that would even make
aryanne to question herself?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:46:00 No.35612369 >>35612396

>>35612360
>dat pic
>and nothing of value was lost

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:47:01 No.35612373 >>35612377 >>35612380 >>35612388

>>35612338
>>35612364
What would you call her? Shortler?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:47:22 No.35612375 >>35612416 >>35612433

It’s so close to being done, is it too late?

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:47:51 No.35612377 >>35612380

>>35612373
HEIL SHORTLER

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:48:26 No.35612380 >>35612384

>>35612373
>>35612377
But should be a variaton of the name Aryanne

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:49:07 No.35612384

>>35612380
Ayracinne

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:49:56 No.35612388

>>35612373
Just call her Ary

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:50:36 No.35612393 >>35612464

>>35612360
The potential I'm seeing is that you seem to be more adventurous than beginners when it comes to character perspectives, normally they seem to do profile view or 3/4, but you did a back view with different perspectives so good job.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:50:52 No.35612396

>>35612369
The Critic will never lose its timeless charm.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:52:27 No.35612405 >>35612410 >>35612425 >>35612490
File: IMG_4644.jpg (168 KB, 1072x1136)

Can I post a raptorshy? I saw one of the suggestion in the art ideas about
something for raptorshy

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:53:27 No.35612410 >>35612425

>>35612405
I would rather to give that gift to him that adding it in a pack that he will probably not even notice it.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:54:05 No.35612416 >>35612433

>>35612375
got about 6 minutes left

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:55:14 No.35612424 >>35612464

>>35612308
We all gotta start somewhere, Anon. For a first try this is fantastic. I can drop you some good books if you want.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:55:21 No.35612425

>>35612405
>>35612410
This, I'd say anything with only raptorshy would be best as just a gift for raptorshy

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:55:30 No.35612426 >>35612440 >>35612510
File: damn right son.png (162 KB, 591x477)

>>35612253
I was half way through this comic when I remembered the Iron Giant scene (which this is basically a reversal of), but at that point I was too far into this one. While on the one hand I kind of regret not doing an Iron
Giant reference, I think Wreck It Ralph's message lends itself a bit more to Aryanne's character than the Iron Giant's message, if only just so. The idea that everyone has pigeonholed Aryanne into this irredeemable
monster type, and never giving her the chance to prove otherwise, hits a bit closer to home for Aryanne I think.

Ayranne launching herself into a nuke with rocket shoes does sound pretty cool though.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:57:08 No.35612433

>>35612375
>>35612416
I can wait a bit if you're close. Already waiting on MKog so you got a bit of time.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)06:58:27 No.35612440

>>35612426
Honestly its what I thought of when I first saw it cuz I've never seen Wreck-It Ralph, but I think the scene you drew does fit a bit better.

 DTL 07/16/20(Thu)07:03:08 No.35612464 >>35612482 >>35612511

>>35612393
Adventurous or foolhardy? I can tell you that perspective was the last thing on my mind as I was drawing this.

No, no–can't be defeatest. Gotta just reign in my expectations. No one is an instant expert. Thanks for the encouragement.

>>35612424
Thanks. I already got some books from the /trash/ improvement thread. Most books assume a skill level way above mine. That "Drawing on the Right side of the Brain" book was like "start drawing your subject", and I was like, "bitch–I
don't know if I'm even holding the pencil right!"

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)07:04:00 No.35612469

>>35612161
s m u g

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)07:06:27 No.35612478 >>35612484 >>35612493 >>35612503 >>35612531
File: Traditional Ary.png (2.78 MB, 2519x2519)

It's really rushed and shitty, but I needed to contribute something

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)07:07:24 No.35612482 >>35612532

>>35612464
>Adventurous or foolhardy?
Not the anon you were replying to, but its definitely the former. I mean hell you apparently went and did that without even considering perspective and still managed to pull it off better than I could have after a few weeks.

I still suck because I just don't have the time to practice, but he's not wrong, you do have potential so if it interests you keep going.

Your first stuff will always look like shit in your eyes, and even as you progress, you'll still think it looks like shit despite the progress. It's pretty fucking normal, just stick with it. Given enough time and practice you'll end up making that
one piece that you finally love and really kick starts your passion.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)07:07:52 No.35612484

>>35612478
Now that's a more traditional German Ary.
>>35607666

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)07:09:05 No.35612490

>>35612405
doesn't really belong

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)07:09:37 No.35612493

>>35612478
a cute!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)07:11:50 No.35612502

The real artpack was the friends we made along the way

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)07:11:55 No.35612503

>>35612478
>ywn get in a drinking competition with aryanne, only to fruitlessly lose to her superior German alcohol-neutralizing genes

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)07:13:57 No.35612510
File: 112341.gif (957 KB, 498x242)

>>35612426
I feel the wreck it ralph scene is more fitting for her, like the file name says, she isnt a good pony, but that doesnt mean
she isnt a good pony.

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)07:14:01 No.35612511 >>35612532

>>35612464
I think a good way to get more comfortable with the act of drawing itself is to find drawings that you like and try to recreate them by drawing from reference (never trace).
This won't necessarily build your skill level but you'll get a lot more comfortable putting pencil to paper.
That's how I started drawing in highschool many years ago, just drawing characters I liked from manga and stuff.
Eventually you'll naturally start making little additions of your own, and trying to draw things other than what you see in pictures or your computer screen, and once you reach that point those books might feel a little more useful for you.
Also look at drawings you like by other artists and ask yourself why you like them. Force yourself to come up with specific reasons, that way you're not just a passive observer but you're learning a bit as well.
In any case, keep drawing and have fun!

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)07:15:28 No.35612518

>>35612018
made for breeding

 Anonymous 07/16/20(Thu)07:20:10 No.35612531

>>35612478
it's cute

 DTL 07/16/20(Thu)07:20:15 No.35612532

>>35612482
Thanks. It's not like I completely ignored it, but I was just eyeballing it and went, "yeah, sure, fine". Right now this seems all so daunting, especially starting at the ground level.

>>35612511
Thanks. I know tracing is a real bad habit–not conducive to growth. I'll keep the analysis stuff in mind as I go on a tagging spree for the altboorus.
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